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Carton price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.

Name Description Unit Price Carton Price Special Price Column1

Medhurst Cabernet Sauvignon 

'03. Yarra Valley.

Light to medium bodied, almost pinotesque. The palate is fully integrated showing 

developed chararcters around a core of nicely ripened Cabernet fruit that is still evident 

at 15 years of age, the finish lithe and lingering.

$40.00

Elmswood Cabernet Sauvignon 

'13. Yarra Valley.

Upper Yarra Valley vineyards. 93pts Halliday. "Complex, classically medium bodied. Pure 

blue fruits, cool climate leaf, brown spices, velvety tannins and cedary oak."
$30.00

$312 doz  =$26 

per btl

Hoddles Creek 'Wickham Road' 

Cabernet / Merlot '11. Yarra 

Valley.

Deep purple in colour, on the nose this wine has plenty of backberry and red berry fruit 

together with some well handled French Oak. These flavours flwo through to a rich and 

powerful palate with fine grained tannins to finish. A complex wine that highlights the 

purity of fruit that Yarra Valley Cabernet can deliver.

$22.00 $228 doz = $19

Helen & Joey 'Alena' Cabernet 

Sauvignon '15. Yarra Valley.

Deep crimson purple in colour, this medium-bodied and elegant Yarra cabernet has 

some ripe, blackcurrant fruit aromas together with a little cedar from being matured in 

225l French barriques (30% new). The wine finishes with good depth of fruit, and fine, 

persistent tannins.

$38.00 $198 6pk = $33

Helen's Hill 'Old Orchard' 

Cabernets '14. Yarra Valley.

95pts Halliday. Excellent depth and clarity of crimson-purple colour; a complex, rich and 

substantial medium to full-bodied wine; black fruits, cedar, earth and warm spices; the 

tannins are supple, and lengthen the finish and aftertaste.

$35.00 $360 doz = $30

Helen's Hill 'Ingram Road' 

Cabernets '14. Yarra Valley.

Bright crimson in colour with a bouquet of bramble fruits and forest floor characters. 

The palate displays chocolate and ripe raspberry flavours with smooth tannins and a rich 

palate weight. Planted in one of the warmer areas and cropped at low yields to ensure 

full ripeness. Called Cabernet’s’ because three of the traditional Cabernet varieties 

blended to create this unique wine. Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc

$22.00 $228 doz = $19

Blackwood Hill 'Barrel' Cabernet 

Sauvignon / Cabernet Franc '15. 

Yarra Valley.

Blackwood Hill’s Barrel is produced each year with minimal intervention and no filtering, 

reflecting the seasonal changes in the grapes. The cool climate of the Yarra Valley and 

the use of old oak in the winemaking process affords Blackwood Hill the ability to 

produce wines full of fresh fruit character. 

$35.00 $180 6pk = $30

Blackwood Hill 'Ripasso' 

Cabernet Sauvignon / Cabernet 

Franc '16. Yarra Valley.

Blackwood Hill’s Ripasso is the unique result of re-fermenting our field-blended red wine 

on the warm pressings of our Black Pearl. Still rich in sugars from the grape-drying 

process, these pressings cause the wine to undergo a second fermentation, increasing 

the flavour, richness and complexity of our classic red wine.

$38.00 $198 6pk = $33

Yeringberg 'Yeringberg' '04. 

Yarra Valley.

A clean, pure, classic Bordeaux blend of Cabernet Sauvignon/ Cabernet 

Franc/Merlot/Malbec; a beautiful mix of blackcurrant and cassis fruit, with fine, ripe 

tannins and classy oak.

$100.00

Bird in Hand Cabernet 

Sauvignon '05. Adelaide Hills.

A powerful wine; tightly woven, savoury black fruit, with anise, quality oak and suitably 

imposing tannins finishing the picture. 94pts Halliday, Drink through to 2025.
$35.00 $32

Stella bella 'Suckfizzle' Cabernet 

Sauvignon '04. Margaret River.

Medium purple-red; a silky smooth entry of cassis-accented fruit, next blackcurrant, and 

finally lingering, savoury tannins on the finish, the oak subservient; simply needs time. 

(Tasted 2011) Drink to 2024

$55.00

Cape Mentelle Cabernet 

Sauvignon '05. Margaret River.

Excellent colour; a fragrant, savoury medium-bodied wine, the bouquet and palate 

offering a seamless array of black fruits, earth, licorice and French oak; admirable 

texture, line and length.

$85.00

Cabernet & Blends. 
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Carton price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.

Name Description Unit Price Carton Price Special Price Column1

Cabernet & Blends. 

Fraser Gallop Cabernet Merlot 

'14. Margaret River.

The style of Cabernet Merlot we are making at Fraser Gallop Estate is a wine that has 

greater freshness with good concentration of flavour. Blending these varieties works so 

well because the structural tannins of Cabernet are tamed by the mid-palate richness 

and softness of the Merlot.

$28.00
$288 doz = $24 

per btl

Clarendon Hills 'Sandown' 

Cabernet Sauvignon '03. Blewitt 

Springs McLaren Vale.

. A wonderfully rich, packed and stacked, dense purple-colored wine, it offers up scents 

of fruitcake, creme de cassis, underbrush, cedar, and spice box. Full, rich, and powerful, 

displaying even more potential and intensity than it did last year, this beauty can be 

approached now, but it won’t hit its stride for another 3-4 years. It should last for two 

decades. Tasted 2005.

$65.00

Chateau Petrus Gaia No.2 2011. 

Bordeaux Superieur.

Opaque black crimson red colour with dark crimson red hue. The nose exhibits aromas 

of blackcurrant, cedary cigar box, earth and spice. Medium to full bodied and richly 

textured the palate possesses generous ripe blackcurrant flavours which are prevalent 

over some toasty cigar box like characters, earth and spice. Dry, firmish, slightly chewy 

tannins provide the structural support. Aftertaste of blackcurrant, toasty cedar, earth 

and spice.

$60.00
$648 doz = $54 

per btl

Seppelt 'Dorrien Vineyard' 

Cabernet Sauvignon '92. 

Barossa Valley.

Medium red, with the purples starting to fade a little; the bouquet shows the influence 

of the cooler vintage, with a range of spice, earth, olive and blackberry aromas; the 

medium-bodied palate ranges through earth, mint, berry and green olive flavours, with 

cedary notes from the oak, and lingering tannins to close.

$65.00

Chateau Trimolet Grand Cru '09. 

St Emillion Bordeaux.

A luscious blend of 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc from a small, family-owned 

Chateau situated in Saint-Emilion. It's a rich and intense wine, redolent with lively black 

cherry and raspberry fruit characters on a firm, long palate.

$45.00

Chateau Talbot 'Connetable' 

'12. St Julien Bordeaux.

Second label of Chateau Talbot. Good black fruits and nice spicy bouquet, quite fleshy 

and good weight for a second wine, supple and easy.
$85.00

Chateau Les Grand Marechaux 

'10. Blaye Bordeaux.
Sweet berry, raspberry and currant notes intermixed with a hint of oak, silky tannins. $40.00 $432 doz = $36

Silver Palm Cabernet Sauvignon 

'13. North California.

Our Cabernet Sauvignon is dark ruby in color, with aromas of black currants, anise, 

tobacco, and dark chocolate. Flavors of blackberries, cherries, cocoa and toasty oak are 

complimented by round, soft tannins, leading to a silky, lingering finish. Ripe flavors, soft 

tannins and complexity are the hallmarks of the 2013 vintage.

$38.00 $408 doz = $34

Tarrahill 'Le Sevant' Cabernet 

Sauvignon '16. Yarra Valley.

97pts Halliday. Includes 15% shiraz, matured in Francois Freres French oak (30% new). 

This is the mirror image of the Shiraz, a wine of immense distinction, driven by the 

quality and style of the cabernet fruit. I cannot evaluate the impact of the shiraz, not 

being present at the blending trials (or any other time), but this is the epitome of Yarra 

Valley cabernet.

$80.00
$864 doz = $72 

per btl.

Stoney Vineyard by Domaine A 

'13. Coal River Valley, Tas.

Deep Ruby colour. Aromatics of cherry blossom, cassis and spice woven with whispers of 

cedar. A complex wine driven by terroir and a vintage of tremendous quality. Ripe cassis 

and red currant characters with seamless elegance, fine tannic structure and perfect 

natural balance.

$40.00 $432 doz = $36
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Seville Estate Shiraz '13. Yarra 

Valley.

Strong flavours of blackberry and black cherry with modest inputs from white pepper 

and clove. More impact than nuance but the length of flavour is excellent and its 

cellarability assured.

$38.00
$408 doz = $34 

per bottle

Shantell Shiraz '16. Yarra 

Valley.

This Shiraz shows uplifted balckberry and mulberry fruit aromas with toasty oak, and a 

touch of spice. The palate is well structured with hints of blackberryx spice and vanilla 

oak backed by firm, fine tannins, the finish long and satisfying.

$28.00

Seville Estate 'The Barber' 

Shiraz '15. Yarra Valley.

Punches above its weight, by no means a weighty wine, barely medium-bodied, its kick 

comes from spicy, juicy plum fruit and fragrant whole-bunch characters. There's a 

liberal shake of pepper, crushed juniper berries and gum leaves, woodsy spices with 

the tannins shapely, grainy and acidity sparky.

$24.00
$276 doz = $23 

per btl

Oakridge 'Over the Shoulder' 

Shiraz '14. Yarra Valley.

A fragrant nose of dark fruit and subtle spice. A complex palate with flavours of plum 

and blackberry interweave with fine savoury tannins. Bright and fresh with good length 

this is a wine of excellent drinkability

$23.00

Dalla Mia 'Finestra' Shiraz, 

Yarra Valley.

Shiraz 85%, cabernet sauvignon 15%. Co-fermented with 20% of the shiraz whole-

bunch, maturation in French barriques, 20% new. A ripe-fruited expression of Yarra 

shiraz, with brambly black and red berries, sweet spice and licorice most prominent. 

Supple and juicy in the mouth, with attractive tobacco and toasty oak flavours coming 

through, and a crisp, lightly tannic finish of good length. 93pts Halliday.

$25.00
$276 doz = $23 

per btl

Bobar Shiraz Viognier '17. Yarra 

Valley.

Two different vineyards for this wine. The wine is about 20% viognier so no interest in 

the delicate seasoning that comes with most who dabble in the dark art of shiraz 

viognier. Picked on freshness, with a lot of whole bunch influence. The whole bunch 

viognier sits on top of whole bunch syrah, and the wine isn’t crushed, pumped or 

jumped on, just pressed off and sent to old barrels when it is time. Immensely 

drinkable.

$33.00
$360 doz = $30 

per btl

Jamsheed 'Illaj' Shiraz '15. 

Yarra Valley.

Dark purple in the glass, this is highly perfumed, with a mix blackberry liqueuer, 

candied violets and macerated black cherry. The palate has a soft attack, with some 

meat, clove and more black fruits. Grippy tannin and a black pepper hit on the finish 

combine with a slight mintiness.

$22.00 $228 doz = $19

Jamsheed 'Harem' La Syrah '16. 

Yarra Valley.

A Yarra Valley syrah, fermented incorporating 80% whole bunches and indigenous 

yeasts, aged in new and older 500L puncheons and bottled unfined and unfiltered 8 

months after picking.

$27.00 $288 doz = $24

Medhurst Shiraz '13. Yarra 

Valley.

95pts Halliday. A very elegant medium-bodied shiraz that has repaid the winemaking 

inputs with supple red and blue berry fruits, superfine tannins and integrated oak.
$38.00 $408 doz = $34

Luke Lambert Syrah '14. Yarra 

Valley.

The Syrah comes from what might be the coolest microclimate of the Yarra; the south-

west sloping, Tibooburra Vineyard in the south-eastern corner of the Valley. 

Fermented with wild yeast this wine had 40% whole bunches included and was 

matured in 29 year old, large format oak barrels before bottling without fining or 

filtration

$38.00 $408 doz = $34

Payten & Jones 'Valley 

Vignerons' Syrah '16. Yarra 

Valley.

Two thirds of it made like Pinot Noir  – this creates aromatics and juicyness. The 

traditionally made other third adds the tannin and brings it back in to line.
$25.00 $264 doz = $22

Payten & Jones 'Major Kong' 

Syrah '16. Yarra Valley.

The Major Kong Syrah from Payten and Jones harks back the simpler days when 

preservatives were evil incarnate and untainted purity was king of the jungle. Slinking 

onto the palate with a seemingly impossible lightness, the Major Kong tantalises with 

an array of fruitiness and a unique cloudiness, making it the perfect gateway bottle to 

the kingdom of light, cloudy Shirazes.

$40.00 $432 doz = $36

Shiraz & Blends. Carton price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.
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Name Description Unit Price Carton Price Special Price

Shiraz & Blends. Carton price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.

Helen & Joey 'Inara Shiraz '16. 

Yarra Valley.

The wine has a deep ruby/plum colour. Despite the warm vintage conditions, the wine 

is true to its cool climate origins with classic black pepper and fresh tobacco aromas. 

This is a bold wine in the glass with hints of black olive, dark plum and charry smoke 

from the oak. Fine grained tannins give the wine an elegant structure.

$22.00 $228 doz = $19

Helen's Hill 'Hilltop' Syrah 14. 

Yarra Valley.

95pts Halliday. The bouquet is flush with black fruits, a whiff of cracked pepper and of 

briar, the palate medium to full-bodied. Its undoubted power does not rely on tannins 

so much as the intensity and persistence of the flavours from a low-yielding vintage, 

the berries and bunches smaller than usual.

$35.00 $372 doz = $31

Innocent Bystander Syrah '16. 

Yarra Valley.

And yes, that’s French for Shiraz. Basically its name is a reference to the wine’s style. 

More perfumed, smooth and sophisticated than a full-on fruit bomb. More earthy 

white pepper than hardcore spice.

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

6 Acres Syrah '15. Yarra Valley.

There is a melange of savory, lightly spiced nuances scattered throughout the wine that 

interject pure plum fruit and rolling white pepper spice. There is a touch of leather to 

finish that shows some of the secondary complexity that this wine will continue to 

evolve over the medium term.

$27.00 $288 doz = $24

Toolangi Yarra Valley Shiraz 

'15.

PT23 clone, hand-picked, machine bunch-sorted, destemmed, wild yeast open-

fermented, 3 weeks on skins, matured for 11 months in French oak (30% new). Bright 

crimson-purple; ticks each and every box you can think of, the red fruits 

(predominantly cherry) of the bouquet effortlessly glide across and along the medium-

bodied palate, the texture supple, indeed silky, the balance impeccable.

$25.00 $288 doz = $24

Toolang 'Paul's Lane' Shiraz '13. 

Yarra Valley.

95pts Halliday. Made at Coldstream Hills and at Hoddles Creek Estate where it was 

blended and bottled after 18 months in French oak; the colour is deep, the palate with 

considerable presence and complexity, its savoury assemblage of red and black cherry 

fruits and supporting tannins providing a mouth-watering finish and aftertaste.

$35.00
$360 doz = $30 

per btl

Houghton 'Gladstones' 

Frankland River W.A. Shiraz '11
$56.00

Stonyfell ' Metala' Original 

Plantings Shiraz '95. Langhorne 

Creek.

$65.00

Reynell 'Basket Pressed' Shiraz 

'97. McLaren Vale.

Medium to full red-purple; a complex mix of dark berry fruit, spice and charry vanilla 

oak on the bouquet leads into a wine with impressive extract and body; all it needs a 

decade or two.

$50.00

Kirrihill Shiraz '04. Clare Valley.
Blackberry and cherry aromas; a firm but classy palate, typical of '04; sweet fruit on the 

mid- to back-palate, with a firm, dry finish. 93pts Halliday. Drink to 2024.
$28.00 $25

Orlando 'Gramps' Shiraz '04. 

Barossa Valley.

Medium- to medium-full-bodied wine, with perfect fruit ripeness, and, likewise, oak 

balance; fine, long tannins. Gold medal National Wine Show '06. 95pts Halliday, drink 

to 2020.

$26.00

Warrenmang Shiraz '07. 

Pyrenees, Vic.

Deep, bright colour; a dark and brooding mix of black fruits, clove and licorice; the 

palate is unctuous and loaded with blackberry and a touch of tar; fresh acidity lifts the 

finish, with slightly savoury tannins providing complexity. 94pts Halliday. Drink now.

$50.00 $45
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Name Description Unit Price Carton Price Special Price

Shiraz & Blends. Carton price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.

Boireann Shiraz '16. Granite 

Belt, QLD.

Hand-picked, crushed, open-fermented on skins for 8 days, matured in French 

barriques (20% new) for 11 months. What a pity Boireann can't make sufficient 

quantities to enter significant wine shows. This picture-perfect shiraz is another in a 

long stream of perfectly crafted wines at mouthwatering prices. Blackberry and black 

cherry fruit is backed by ripe tannins and tailor-made oak. 95pts Halliday.

$38.00

Adelina Shiraz / Mataro "16. 

Clare Valley.

96pts Halliday. The estate shiraz circa 100yo, the mataro from the 80yo Ashton 

Vineyard, the components spending between 30 and 60 days on skins, matured in used 

oak or concrete for 12 months. A very good wine, its best features its texture and 

structure, but dark berry flavours are also compelling. A fascinating wine of high 

quality.

$31.00
$336 doz = $28 

per btl.

Graillot No.1 Syrah '10. 

Heathcote.

96pts Halliday. Bright crimson-purple; a super-elegant medium-bodied syrah that 

includes 10% whole bunches, plum and black cherry filling the bouquet and palate 

alike. It has great line, length and balance, but the key to the wine is its texture, built on 

fine tannins and totally integrated oak.

$50.00
$540 doz = $45 

per btl

Stanton & Killeen 'Jack's Block' 

Shiraz '16. Rutherglen.

Lifted notes of brambles and blackcurrants with a hint of coffee and charry oak. Layers 

of bright red fruit of raspberry and boysenberry combine with dark chocolate shavings, 

smooth vanilla and very lengthy tannins. The acid is nicely balanced by the depth of 

fruit and complex structure, and selected oak ensures a rounded softness. This is a 

great food wine best served with quality meats like eye fillet or a slow roast. 

$50.00
$540 doz = $45 

per btl

Stanton & Killeen 'Moodemere' 

Shiraz '16. Rutherglen.

A fruit-driven, medium weight wine with aromatic blue fruits, bright blackberry and 

charry oak notes. Grippy tannins gives the punchy yet elegant palate length and depth. 

A touch of vanilla and spice from barrel maturation rounds off the palate. 

$26.00
$276 doz = $23 

per btl

Balgownie Estate Shiraz '15. 

Bendigo.

A generous mouthful of easy going blueberry and dark plum notes, inflected with 

liquorice and well handled vanillin oak, for tone and grip
$25.00

$276 doz = $23 

per btl

Hemera Estate Shiraz '15. 

Barossa Valey.

A mix of estate and growers' fruit, aged in French and American oak 30% new up to 18 

months, then a barrel selection for the final blend. Incredibly approachable thanks to 

giving tannins and ripe fleshy fruit. Woodsy oak spice works into the dark cherry and 

plum fruit characters, some grip and warmth on the finish.

$32.00
$348 doz = $29 

per btl

Moppity Vineyards Shiraz '14. 

Hilltops, Canberra

95pts Halliday. High quality shiraz, with everything just where it should be, and sending 

all the right messages. The firm blackberry and plum fruit carries the oak with 

nonchalance, and welcomes the textural support from the ripe tannins. Length. 

Balance. From the right side of the tracks.

$33.00 $372 doz = $31

Moppity Vineyards Reserve 

Shiraz '13. Hilltops, Canberra.

97pts Halliday. Block 7A; leaf-plucked, shoot-thinned, crop-thinned; 2.5t/ha; hand-

picked; 35% whole bunches; 5-day cold soak, cool ferment, matured 11 months in 

three French puncheons (one new). Winner Great Australian Shiraz Challenge ?14, 

golds Melbourne and NSW Small Makers. Has Moppity stamped all over the bouquet 

and palate; intense black cherry, licorice, blackberry and spice fruit has engulfed the 

French oak, and the tannins are gloriously fine and supple. 190 dozen made.

$70.00 $780 doz = $65

Rosemount 'Balmoral' Syrah 

'97 McLaren Vale.

Medium to full red-purple; the bouquet is potent, with voluminous cherry/plum fruit 

and spicy vanilla oak. The rich, complex palate is expansive in every way - fruit, oak and 

tannins. All it needs is time.

$60.00

Turkey Flat 'Butcher's Block' 

Shiraz '

95pts HallidatyFermented with 15% whole bunches, and matured in used oak to throw 

the emphasis on the fruit. The Turkey is in full flight here, with delicious cherry and 

satsuma plum fruit given context by persistent but rounded tannins (and oak 

maturation).

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

Torbreck 'The Sporran' Shiraz 

'14. Barossa Valley.

Plush and silky, Torbreck's the Sporran Shiraz is a quintessential Torbreck wine and is 

widely considered among their best value wines produced.
$40.00
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Name Description Unit Price Carton Price Special Price

Shiraz & Blends. Carton price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.

Little Yering Shiraz '15. Yarra 

Valley.

The colour's great so too the flavours plus a price none will quibble over. As is the 

Yering Station way with shiraz there's viognier 4% in the mix, still a savoury toned wine, 

fuller bodied, good fruit weight just a touch drying on the finish.

$19.00
$216 doz = $18 

per btl

Tarrahill 'Le Batard' Pinot Noir / 

Shiraz '16. Yarra Valley.

96pts Halliday. Blend of (mostly) pinot noir with input from shiraz and cabernet 

sauvignon. The input from the latter two makes the pinot noir almost seem like a 

distant memory. This is meaty but plush, floral but awash with dark berried fruit. 

Toasty, cedary oak is on the march too, its spicier notes forming an enchanting double-

act with the wine's meatier notes.

$30.00
$324 doz = $27 

per btl

Bannockburn 1314 A.D. Shiraz 

'11. Geelong.

Our relatively low rainfall environment and free-draining soils allowed us to cope with 

one of the wettest growing seasons on record. Bright red fruits and lifted pepper are at 

the core of this Shiraz, with fine tannin in support.

$30.00
$324 doz = $27 

per btl

Mount Langi Ghiran 'Vine 

Road' Shiraz '15. Grampians.

Mount Langi Ghiran is an iconic premium coool climate Shiraz producer in Western 

Victoria, renowned for producing fragrant, spicy wines with elegance and character.
$28.00 $300 doz = $25

Fat Sparrow Shiraz '15. 

Heathcote

This wine is a great representation of the wines Heathcote has become famous for. It’s 

a deep crimson colour, and you can instantly recognize a variety of dark berries that 

characterize Australian Shiraz. Fat Sparrow Heathcote Shiraz is expertly made to 

balance the sweeter fruit flavours against the lovely mineral notes found in 

Heathcote’s highly prized soils. It achieves a complex blend of flavours, backed by 

smooth tannins, and importantly it has a savoury finish which makes it an ideal 

companion for meals. 

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

Grower's Gate Shiraz '16. 

Riverland S.A.

Nurtured by the Australian sun, our Shiraz has a deep red colour with a purple hue. It 

combines vibrant blackberry and liquorice aromas with ripe berry flavours and soft 

tannins, producing a wine with richness, complexity and a persistent finish.

$13.00
$120 doz = $10 

per btl

Maxwell 'Silver Hammer' Shiraz 

'15. McLaren Vale.

The Maxwell Silver Hammer Shiraz delivers all the hallmarks that make the 

combination of this variety and the McLaren Vale region so famous. The palate has an 

abundance of generous flavours, a rich mouthfeel with plum, vanilla and complex 

savoury spices. The mouth filling flavours are well balanced, full bodied with a soft 

finish. The result is a generous and approachable wine with excellent depth of flavour, 

fine silky tannins and fruit length.

$22.00
$240 doz = $20 

per btl

Buckshot Vineyard Shiraz '15. 

Heathcote.

Aromatic, plush, rich in blueberries, plums, chocolate and spice. Soft silky long finish, 

with fantastic cellaring potential.
$33.00

$360 doz = $30 

per btl

Delas Crozes-Hermitage 'Les 

Launes' '14. Rhone, France.

The wine has a deep garnet red color. It is fruity on the nose with strong aromas of 

cassis, plums and a touch of violets. The tannic structure is ample and well-rounded, 

which assures good aging potential. his has a nicely focused feel, with an iron note 

keeping the core of raspberry and bitter plum fruit flavors coiled up for now. 

Mouthwatering acidity drives the finish, letting pepper, violet and savory elements 

stream through. Best from 2017

$40.00 $432 doz = $36

Penfolds 'Koonunga Hill' Shiraz 

Cabernet '04.

A medium-bodied, elegant wine showing the vintage to full effect; blackberry, 

blackcurrant, spice and touches of chocolate; fine tannins and subtle oak. Drink now or 

much later. (Tasted 2011) Drink to 2019.

$18.00
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Name Description Unit Price Carton Price Special Price

Payten & Jones Browne's Block 

Pinot Noir '15. Kilmore.

Big hit of pepper and cumin spice with strong scents of wild raspberry, briar, mint and 

fennel. Almost like a crazy dessert smell, but not overtly sweet. Lovely stuff. Crisp, 

lightly crunchy texture with blisteringly fresh feeling red fruit character.

$40.00
$456 doz = $38 

per btl

Steels Gate 'Home Block' Pinot 

Noir '17. Yarra Valley.

Garnet in appearance, the wine demonstrates a vibrant nose of black cherries, 

currents, raspberries and a hint of spice. The palate is delicate and fine, with an exotic 

array of red and black fruits intermixed. This Pinot Noir has elegance, power and 

finesse.

$28.00

Stargazer Pinot Noir '16. Coal 

River Valley, Tasmania.

An absolute stunner from this superb producer. Less than 2000 bottles produced 

showing off one of Australiia's premium wine regions. Dense purple hues give way to 

an opulent nose showing the red fruits which are typical of the Huon Valley: 

pomegranate, cranberries and rhubarb compote. Long and lingering finish. Effortless 

power and finesse.

$55.00
$600 doz = $50 

per btl.

Stoney Vineyard by Domaine A 

'16. Coal River Valley, Tas.

Strong, clear crimson-purple; combines power and elegance, depth and length - all this 

in Domaine A's second label; plum, black cherry and some foresty nuances play 

throughout the long palate. A long life ahead.

$37.00 $408 doz = $34

Kooyong 'Haven' Pinot Noir '11. 

Mornington Peninsula.

Semi translucent dark crimson red colour with transparent dark red hue. The nose 

displays top notes of ripe dark cherries, spicy cedar, some light meaty characters and 

subtle earth. Light to medium weight the palate has flavours of spicy dark cherries, 

some meatiness and cedar with the spiciness persisting right through to the back 

palate. Dryish finish with fine grained tannins. Medium to long spicy dark cherries, 

dried meats and cedar aftertaste.

$60.00

Seville Estate Pinot Noir '15. 

Yarra Valley.

Bright crimson-purple; the bouquet and palate both throw down the gauntlet with a 

riveting display of black cherry, spice and a (pleasantly) stalky/vegetal background. 

Makes a convincing claim for more time in bottle ? like lots more.

$38.00 $408 doz = $34

Seville Estate 'The Barber' Pinot 

Noir '17. Yarra Valley.

Named after Rossini's comic opera "The Barber of Seville". This fruit was sourced from 

small premium vineyards in the upper Yarra Valley. Lifted fruits of cherry and 

strawberry with complex savoury and sweet oak characters. Elegant mouth feel with a 

finish of fine tannin and soft acid.

$23.00 6 for $120!

Medhurst Pinot Noir '15. Yarra 

Valley.

Crafted across eight separate wild ferments, 30% of which contained whole bunches, 

this textural, energetic and sublimely elegant pinot noir was facilitated by minimal 

extraction. All tangy red fruit and baking spice, detailed tannins faintly grip the mouth 

and provide focus for the ethereal finish. A floating world in a glass.

$42.00 $444 doz = $37

Helen's Hill Pinot Noir '16. 

Yarra Valley.

Our Helen’s Hill “Long Walk” Pinot Noir is one of our hallmark wines. All the fruit is 

fermented in open top fermenters before being transferred to French oak for 

maturation.Different clones to Pinot Noir wine are like patches on a patch work quilt: 

individually, they look good, but put them all together and they are sensational.

$35.00 $372 doz = $31

Innocent Bystander Pinot Noir 

'16. Yarra Valley.

This vintage produced many full-flavoured pinots, this a very good example. Its colour 

is deep, the bouquet and palate focused around dark cherry fruit and attendant flecks 

of spice - spice that will grow with time. The length, balance and varietal fruit 

expression are an excellent base for the future (and for now).

$23.00 $240 doz = $20

Vinoque 'Same Same' Pinot 

Noir / Pinot Meunier '17. Yarra 

Valley.

Light, bright cherry red. Seriously perfumed, spice, dried herb notes. Gentle tannins, 

wickedly easy to drink.
$23.00 $240 doz = $20

Oakridge 'Over the Shoulder' 

Pinot Noir '17. Yarra Valley.

95pts Halliday. From three vineyards, hand-picked, chilled overnight, 90% whole-berry 

fermented, a 10% whole bunch component blended in. Bright crimson-purple; a sign of 

great things to come from the '17 vintage in the Yarra Valley. A beautiful pinot for 

drinking now or later. Long, pure cherry plum fruit; fine tannins. Great value.

$23.00

Pinot Noir & Rose.  Carton price applies to purchases of 6 or more bottles.
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Pinot Noir & Rose.  Carton price applies to purchases of 6 or more bottles.

Oakridge Meunier '17. Yarra 

Valley.

t’s in limited supply but it’s one of the best buys on the Australian wine landscape. Especially 

from a year like 2017. Is it Cellar Door only? It may well be. My gosh. Young, fresh red wine can 

barely be more, well, more-ish. This takes the cake for sheer drinkability. Strawberries, 

aromatic herbs, cranberry and sweet cherry. A drift of woodsmoke. Emery board tannin, as fine 

as can be. Acidity darting throughout, bringing flavour along with it. There’s a peppercorn note 

here too, and it works beautifully. So much going on and yet simply so delicious.

$28.00 $300 doz = $25

Little Yering Pinot Noir '16. 

Yarra Valley.

Our introductory Pinot Noir. Sourced from younger vines it is soft and juicy with a 

lovely mix of elegant fruit, savoury spice and earthy undertones. Supple tannins and 

velvet like finish

$19.00
$216 doz = $18 

per bottle

Mount Terrible Pinot Noir '15. 

Jamieson, Victoria.

97pts. Estate-grown, hand-picked clones 114, 115, 777 and MV6, 3 days cold soak in an 

open fermenter with 10% whole bunches, post-ferment maceration, matured for 18 

months in French oak. The full crimson-purple colour introduces a very high quality, 

ultra-fragrant pinot with the depth, complexity and length reminiscent of high quality 

Burgundies. Made with a sure touch. Drink to 2030.

$47.00 $45

Domaine Confuron - Cotetidot 

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru 

'11. Burgundy.

An exceptionally pretty and admirably pure nose of red currant, spice and mineral hints 

merges seamlessly into detailed, vibrant and utterly delicious medium-bodied flavors 

that echo the minerality of the nose. There is excellent balance and refined tannins on 

the mildly austere but beautifully lingering finale

$190.00

Vincent Girardin Les Vielles 

Vignes '15. Santenay, 

Burgundy.

Vibrant Ruby. Dark black cherry, fresh spice and tar aromas. Bright, with nice red fruit 

weight and balanced by a clean mineral edge. A nice core of fruit on the good finish. 

This should be a very flexible food wine. The grapes come from the vineyards from the 

village of Santenay in the Cote de Beaune, where Vincent was born.

$65.00
$708 doz = $59 

per btl

Bouchard Pere et Fils ' La 

Vignee' Bourgogne, Burgundy 

'14.

Elegant small fruit flavours. A pleasantly balanced wine which reveals a harmonious 

blend of fruit and terroir. To enjoy young for its freshness, can age 3-4 years to develop 

more mature pinot noir notes.

$30.00 $324 doz = $27

Seville Estate 'The Barber' Rose 

'16. Yarra Valley.

A three-way bet with the varieties - shiraz 50%, cabernet 40% and merlot 10%, working 

as one in the pale cherry pink wine. There's some texture, strawberries and raspberry-

acidity, rose petals with the right amount of savouriness and a smidge of sweetness to 

keep everyone happy.

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

Medhurst Rose '17. Yarra 

Valley.

Deliciously elusive fresh fruits including strawberry and raspberry are supported by 

white blossom of jasmine and citrus. Whilst this is a great wine to drink alone, we 

suggest great company and seafood are the perfect accompaniments.

$28.00 $300 doz = $25

La Boheme Rose '17. Yarra 

Valley.

Pale salmon in colour. Delicate, brioche, strawberry, gently aromatic. Dry, creamy red 

fruits, textural, persistent and seriously delicious.
$20.00 $216 doz  3 for $50 !

Bella Riva Rose '16. King Valley.
Super pale rosé colour. Red fruits, smells savoury and exciting, nougat, aromatic. 

Gentle flavours, morello cherry, soft acidity, creamy and a bit too easy.
$17.00 $180 doz = $15

Turkey Flat Rose '17. Barossa 

Valley.

Made with 95% grenache, but with input from cabernet sauvignon, shiraz and mataro. 

It's not far short of perfect; the drinkability factor here is immensely high. Rose petals, 

cherries and strawberries, ripe but not overtly sweet, with spice and herb notes and - 

the coup de grace to any attempt at resistance - texture like velvet.

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

Les Grand Cros 'Aurelia' Rose 

'15. Provence, France.

This is a rich wine, full bodied and packed with fruit. Ripe red-berry flavors are just 

touched by pepper and spice. It comes from selected parcels in the Faulkner family's 

estate, giving a concentrated, dense wine that will work best with food.

$35.00
$384 doz = $32 

per btl.
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Pinot Noir & Rose.  Carton price applies to purchases of 6 or more bottles.

Rimauresq Cru Classe Rose '16. 

Provence, France.

Rimauresq in the heart of Provence takes its name from Real Mauresque river which flows 

through the vineyards. Due to its unique microclimate and terroir, Rimauresq is one of a select 

group of Côtes de Provence vineyards awarded 1er Cru Classé status. Number 1 Top Rated 

Decanter Magazine Rose of 2017!  97 points 2017 Decanter Wine Awards  “Lovely strawberry 

shortcake and hint of petal aromas; generous palate with depth of flavours – spice to frame the 

delicate fruit, and a fine cushion of lees to carry to an elegant finish.” 

$37.00
$396 doz = $33 

per btl

Mon Tout Rose '17. Margaret 

River.

Attractive pink with an orange blush, an initially reticent nose gradually reveals green 

strawberry, neroli, musk and wet leaves, while the palate opens out from crisp, clean 

strawberry and tangerine accents to an almost contradictory interplay of alluring 

confection with earthy sauvage, corralled by energetic lime-leaf acidity and lengthened 

by pliable, persistent tannins.

$25.00
$276 doz = $23 

per btl.
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La Linea Mencia '16. Adelaide 

Hills.

Grape: Mencia. The bright, full crimson-purple hue reflects the decision to bunch-thin 

the fruit at veraison, which also intensified the spicy, multi-fruit bouquet and seriously 

fresh medium-bodied palate. Mencia's mouthfeel is unlike any mainstream red wine, 

as is the interaction between the red fruits and the tannins.

$29.00
$312 doz = $26 

per bottle

Pittnauer Blaufrankisch '16. 

Heideboden, Austria.

Evocations somewhere between serious cru Beaujolais and northern Rhône on the nose. Violets, firm 

red cherry, maraschino and earth. On the palate there’s fresh, firm-fleshed but not particularly sweet 

fruit. It’s medium-bodied and juicy at its heart, with definite tannin presence and bright acids giving 

shape and drive. Again, there’s firm cherry and plum, with white and black pepper notes plus 

cinnamon. It lingers really nicely with a real sense of cohesion between fruit, acidity and fine, dusty 

tannin. Taut and fine-tuned, this spreads long across the palate and feels like it will open beautifully in 

the glass.

$30.00
$324 doz = $27 

per btl

Castillo Labastida Crianza '13. 

Rioja, Spain.

Grape: Tempranillo. Dense crimson ruby in colour with a bright rim, the bouquet is of 

dark cherry and blackberry fruit conserve with some spicy notes, notably cinnamon 

and toasted vanilla. Good fruit weight with a medium body, power and richness yet 

with great acid balance and a velvety tannic structure. The finish is long, showing good 

persistence of blackberry conserve and complex spicy notes.

$24.00 $252 doz = $21

Swinney 'Tirra Lirra' Cab.Sav. / 

Tempranillo / Grenache '14. 

Frankland River, W.A.

Blackberries, cherries and raspberries are all in primary focus in our 2016 Tempranillo 

Cabernet Sauvignon Grenache while walnut brittle, roasted root vegetables, dark 

chocolate ganache and a hedonistic perfume are all worth the wait as the wine 

unfolds. A powerful mid-palate of black fruit and nut punches straight past the graceful 

tannins to deliver a long, energetic finish.

$33.00
$360 doz = $30 

per btl

Chateau de Haut-Serre Malbec 

'14. Cahors, France.

90% Malbec, 7% Merlot, 3% Tannat. Very dark color with carmine highlights and a 

wonderfully complex and powerful bouquet of morello cherry, blackcurrant, and 

spices. The freshness and fruitiness on the nose carry over beautifully to the palate, 

which has a long, silky aftertaste. 

$53.00
$576 doz = $48 

per btl

Pierre-Marie Chermette  'Les 

Griottes' Beaujolais '16.

Grape: Gamay. Scents of cherry, medicinal elixir (in a nice way!), sweet herbs. Flavours 

of similar with ultra crisp acidity and a barely there pucker of chalky tannins. I wish 

every bar splashed this into a glass when you asked for a light, quaffable red. Simple 

stuff done so well

$27.00 $300 doz = $25

Domaine de L'Oratoire '15. 

Cotes du Rhone.

Grapes: Grenache & Shiraz. Raised entirely in concrete, this is packed with juicy, wild 

raspberry and rosemary aromas and flavours. There is also a vibrancy and freshness 

you don't get in the hotter years. Excellent texture and the Oratoire hallmarks of 

energy and drive are apparent from the word go. Delicious drinking.

$33.00 $348 doz = $29

Delas 'Saint Esprit' '15. Cotes 

du Rhone.

Grapes: Grenache & Shiraz. Outstanding Value! Fermented entirely in closed tanks for 

14 days to ensure good extraction of fruit, tannin and colour. This exudes loads of 

shiraz characteristics like violets, plummy, spicy, red/blue fruits and sweet (almost 

cassis-like) flavours with silky tannins and lengthy appeal.

$23.00 $240 doz = $20

M. Chapoutier 'La Bernadine' 

'08. Chateauneuf du Pape, 

Rhone, France.

A rounded, silky style, with notes of cassis, mulled cherry, shiso leaf and black tea that 

weave together nicely through the medium-weight, minerally finish. Deceptively long 

and very silky. Drink now through 2020.

$60.00 $55

Clos Clare 'The hayes boy'  

Grenache '17. Watervale.

Bright crimson hue; a lively, bright and juicy grenache repaying the decision to pick at a 

point before the alcohol became an issue. Clearly varietal, and the length is convincing. 

A worthy successor to the '16 that starred in the Grenache Challenge.

$26.00 $24

Zerella 'La Gita' Nero d'Avola 

'15. McLaren Vale.

95pts Halliday. The vintage allowed this nero to express itself with elan. The medium 

crimson-purple hue isn't particularly striking, but the wine is supple, smooth and 

seductive, with exotic spicy aromas, and fine, distinctly savoury tannins adding to the 

dark fruitcake flavour. 

$32.00 $348 doz = $29

Ellena Barbera d'Alba '12. 

Piedmont, Italy.

Grape: Barbera. It has a brilliant, dark ruby red color. The scents are embracing, 

harmonious and deep, with hints of spice at first glance and ripe fruit. On the palate 

the wine is well structured, fresh and with good acidity and great balance. The palate is 

full of sweet blackberries and plums with a kiss of vanilla. The tannins embrace the 

palate warmly leading to a lengthy and persistent finish.

$40.00 $432 doz = $36

Other Red Varietals.Carton Price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.
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Other Red Varietals.Carton Price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.

Ellena Nebbiolo '15. Piedmont, 

Italy.

Grape: Nebbiolo. Mint, flowers, tobacco and red cherries emerge from this expressive 

Nebbiolo. The ripeness and juiciness of the fruit are nicely contrasted by a firm, classic 

structure. There is no shortage of things to admire in this delicious, immensely pleasing 

Nebbiolo.

$35.00 $372 doz = $31

Soumah Nebbiolo Single 

Vineyard '15. Yarra Valley.

The wine has a brilliant ruby colour and a bouquet of violets, rose and plum. There is a 

generous red fruit, wild herbs and truffle palate with integrated tannins and soft acidity 

finishing long and complete.

$48.00 $516 doz = $43

De Bortoli 'Section D4' 

Nebbiolo '13. Yarra Valley.

Perfect colour, a perfumed rose petal and cherry blossom bouquet, then a juicy palate 

of red and black cherries, the tannins evident, of course, but refusing to grip no matter 

how long you hold the wine in your mouth.

$35.00 $384 doz = $32

Pizzini 'Pietra Rosso' 

Sangiovese '15. King Valley.

Pietra Rossa is our new name for the well known Pizzini Sangiovese. Mouth-watering 

aromas include dark cherries, exotic spices, blood plums and cherries. As the wine 

opens up there are earthy, savoury, cigar box and leather tones, which follow onto the 

classic Sangiovese palate of vibrant cherry and plum flavours. It is juicy, fleshy and 

drinkable.

$31.00
$336 doz = $28 

per btl

Payten & Jones Sangiovese '15. 

Yarra Valley.

A bright and juicy, immediately inviting style of Sangiovese here, not the dry, dusty 

wines so commonly associated with the variety.Juicy and fleshy style of Sangiovese. 

Macerated cherries, plums and spices.

$25.00 $264 doz = $22

Irvine 'Springhill' Merlot '15. 

Barossa / Eden Valley.

Fresh and vibrant with red cherry and spice. Medium to full-bodied. Delicate palate 

with hint of lavender, cherry and mocha. Rich and juicy Merlot bursting with distinct 

characters, vibrant fruit and velvety softness.

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

Rogan Merlot '14. Yea Valley.

This bright chdrry red wine provides attractive aromas of raspberry, vanilla and cloves. 

The wine has a soft plum tste with rounded cedar tannins balancing the mid weight 

palate, finishing with some blueberr dryness.

$22.00 $240 doz = $20

Turkey Flat 'Butcher's Block' 

Grenache / Shiraz / Mouvedre 

'15. Barossa Valley.

A shiraz/grenache/mourvedre blend, part sourced from some of the oldest (1865) 

vines on the Turkey Flat vineyard. Excellent colour; a warm and spicy bouquet 

introduces a medium-bodied palate with red and black berries, plus good mouthfeel 

and length. Oak plays little or no part in framing the palate, fine tannins doing the trick.

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

PHI Syrah / Grenache / 

Mouvedre '13. Heathcote.

Syrah 59%, Grenache 35%, Mourvédre 6%. Light, clear red-purple; from the first whiff 

of the bouquet through to the aftertaste of the palate, the message is the same: the 

pursuit of finesse and elegance to allow the origin of the wine (the Willoughby Bridge 

Vineyard) maximum opportunity to express itself; the spiced red and black cherry fruits 

of the finish and aftertaste are totally delicious.

$25.00
$276 doz = $23 

per btl

Tim Smith 'Bugalugs' Grenache 

'17

Red fruit and flowers, basil and spice. It's medium bodied, strawberries and spice with 

a subtle earthy undertone, fine tannin and a well-rounded and smooth texture. Finish 

is good too, with a slight smokiness in the aftertaste. Satisfaction delivered.

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

Vinoque Art Martin Vineyard 

Sangiovese '15. Yarra Valley.

Medium red in colour. Bright, red fruits, charcuterie, spice and dried herb. Intense red 

and dark fruits, savoury, dry, textural.
$24.00 $264 doz = $22

Vinoque 'Novo Tinto' King 

Valley Touriga / Tempranillo / 

Tinta Cao '17.

47% Touriga Nacional, 36% Tinta Roriz (Tempranillo), 17% Tinta Cao. Medium to dark 

red in colour. Bright, blueberry fruits, charcuterie, spice, dried herb. Intense red and 

dark fruits, juicy and savoury.

$21.00
$228 doz = $19 

per btl
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Other Red Varietals.Carton Price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.

Stanton & Killeen Reserve Durif 

'16, Rutherglen.

Deep, dark plum red in colour, this wine is very aromatic with notes of blue violets and 

wild blackberries. A very full palate with rich blackcurrant and vibrant cherry cola 

notes. The tannins are persistent and mouth filling, but not aggressive. Selected oak 

from single forests provide spice and smoky notes and a structured backbone to carry 

the fruit and tannins for may years. A well balanced and complex Durif that can be 

enjoyed young or develop with up to ten years of careful cellaring.

$40.00 $432 doz = $36

Wood Park 'Forgotten Patch' 

King Valley Sangiovese '16.

Nose: Black cherries, strawberries and spice. Palate: Showing cherry liqueur, juicy 

sweet strawberries and savoury dried herbs with cinnamon and clove.
$25.00

$276 doz = $23 

per btl

Wood Park Reserve Zinfandel 

'13. King Valley.

Nose: Sweet raspberries, maraschino Cherry and spicy toasted oak. Palate: Well 

balanced, opulent and medium - full bodied. Concentrated raspberries, fruitcake, white 

pepper, oak and vanilla all contribute to an elegant wine.

$45.00
$480 doz = $40 

per btl

De Bortoli 'Black Noble' 10 Year 

Old. Bilbul N.S.W.

Amber colour with olive green hues. The nose has hints of toffee and coffee with 

raisins and mandarin peel. Unique and delicious flavours of rich raisin and dried date 

fruit with hints of citrus peel and caramel flavours. Concentrated and viscous with 

lingering aged complexity.

$43.00
$456 doz = $38 

per btl

Fonseca 'Waterloo Edition' 

Reserve Port. Portugal.

A deep and youthful ruby colour, with an intense, fruity nose crammed with 

blackberry, blueberry, cherry and dark plum aromas. This Port's palate is full-bodied 

and round, with a luscious, silky, velvety texture. Made in 2015 to commemorate the 

bicentenary of the House of Fonseca, they also celebrate the 200th anniversary of the 

final engagement of the Napoleonic Wars, the Battle of Waterloo.

$50.00
$540 doz = $45 

per btl

Stanton & Killeen Vintage Port 

'05 Rutherglen. 375ml.

A multifaceted bouquet with aromas of numerous spices and fruit cadences; a very 

rich and complex palate with black fruits, a dash of chocolate, clean spirit and a 

wonderfully sweet finish. Shiraz/Durif/Tinta Cao/Tinta Roriz/Touriga Nacional.

$35.00 $384 doz = $32

Stanton & Killeen 'Classic' 

Muscat. Rutherglen. 500ml.

The colour is like dark, caramelised butter with aromas of Turkish delight, tobacco and 

espresso. The palate is balanced and complex with flavours iof rich raisin fruit, rose 

petal, dried fig and cumquat. The finish is long but not too sweet. 

$37.00
$408 doz = $34 

per btl

Stanton & Killeen 'Classic' 

Topaque. Rutherglen.

Light amber glass in colour with a stunning bouquet of malt, caramel, butterscotch and 

almonds. The palate has layers of caramelized butter, honeysuckle and dried apricots 

with a long finish of cold tea and marmalade. 

$37.00
$408 doz = $34 

per btl
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Payten & Jones Chardonnay 

'16. Yarra Valley.

Old School. And we’re not ashamed. Not one bit. We tweaked the savoury edge of this 

vintage to make it even better with food.(still got that kick-ass flavour and mouthfeel 

though).Bright and full of life.

""

$25.00
$$264 doz = 

$22 per bottle.

Seville Estate 'The Barber' 

Chardonnay '16. Yarra Valley.

It's a beauty. Bright zesty citrus and stone fruit with soft acidity meander along the 

medium-bodied palate with some extra flavour from creamy, nutty lees.
$23.00 $252 doz = $21

Seville Estate Chardonnay '16. 

Yarra Valley.

A wine of precision and thrillingly so with everything perfectly placed from the citrus 

and white stone fruit profile to the oak integration with ginger and wood spices. Finally 

the leesy flavours - adding a dash of creaminess to the palate plus there's exceptional 

length.

$35.00 $372 doz = $31

Bobar 'Royale' Chardonnay '17. 

Yarra Valley.

Chardonnay from the Yarra Valley from one of the most considered abstract 

expressionists of Victorian wine. Bobar wines are never dull, sometimes challenging, 

regularly delicious, often counter-culture to the status quo of more ‘status quo’ 

expressions of the region. Kudos. And Tom Belford and family behind the Bobar label 

are absolutely lovely humans.

$50.00
$540 doz = $45 

per btl

Medhurst Estate Chardonnay 

'15. Yarra Valley.

A wine of precision and thrillingly so with everything perfectly placed from the citrus 

and white stone fruit profile to the oak integration with ginger and wood spices. Finally 

the leesy flavours - adding a dash of creaminess to the palate plus there's exceptional 

length.

$38.00 $408 doz = $34

Medhurst Chardonnay '17. 

Yarra Valley.

Chardonnay made from selected parcels of exceptional Yarra Valley fruit. Aromatic 

with white flowers, peach and flint. Wild fermented in used French oak puncheons, 

enhancing complexity and mouthfeel. 

$27.00

Hoddles Creek 'Wickhams 

Road' Chardonnay '16. Yarra 

Valley.

Hand-picked, crushed and destemmed, fermented and matured in French oak (20% 

new) for 8 months. The vineyard has been managed by Hoddles Creek since '03. Quite 

obviously, the difference between this and its Gippsland sibling comes from the terroir. 

This is lighter on its feet, more elegant and longer on the palate; the flavour wheel has 

all of those from its sibling, adding nuances of pear and green apple.

$22.00 $228 doz = $19

Helen's Hill 'Ingram Road" 

Chardonnay '16. Yarra Valley.

Multi-clone, wild-fermented in French oak (10% new); 10mth maturation. Generous 

and rich, with nectarine and white peach to the fore, neatly tightened on the finish by 

grapefruit/citrus acidity. Ready now.

$20.00 $216 doz = $18

Helen's Hill Chardonnay '16. 

Yarra Valley.

Hand-picked, three clones, wild-fermented in French oak (28% new); 10mth 

maturation. A fragrant bouquet and perfectly poised palate, with grapefruit and 

minerally acidity the drivers of a long, lingering finish and fresh aftertaste.

$30.00 $324 doz = $27

Helen & Joey 'Layla' 

Chardonnay '16. Yarra Valley.

Estate-grown, hand-picked, partially matured in French oak. The Yarra Valley shines 

brightly through the fragrant bouquet and fresh palate with both white peach and 

grapefruit contributing. It's on the long finish and lingering aftertaste that the typical 

Yarra Valley purity and length fully manifest themselves.

$35.00 $372 doz = $31

Steels Gate Chardonnay '16. 

Yarra Valley.

The 2016 Chardonnay displays the same breed as the previous vintage with refined 

mineral notes. Not overpowered by oak or malo, this Chardonnay exhibits elegant fruit 

such as white peach, melon & citrus, leaving a flinty well balanced wine.

$30.00 $324 doz = $27

Copperhead Chardonnay '14. 

Yarra Valley.

A delicate new styled Chardonnay with custard and pear aromas. A palate of soft 

citrus,peaches and butterscotch leaving you with a subtle oak finish. 
$20.00 $216 doz = $18

Chardonnay. Carton price applies to purchases of 6 or more bottles.
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Chardonnay. Carton price applies to purchases of 6 or more bottles.

Bass Phillip Chardonnay '16. 

Gippsland.

"Gippsland’s most famous/esteemed producer. Chardonnay from Leongatha. Straw-

yellow and despite its low-ash alcohol, ripped with flavour. There’s no need to wait on 

this; it’s pretty much in its drinking prime now. It tastes of white peach and cashew, 

oak spice and almonds. It’s both textural and energetic, the finish full of running. 

There’s a slightly oxidative note here but it works well in the context of the wine. It’s 

quite beautiful drinking, it must be said."

$75.00 $70

By Farr 'Three Oaks' 

Chardonnay '15. Geelong.

95pts. Hand-picked, whole-bunch pressed, wild-fermented in French oak (30% new), 

matured for 11 months. A very complex, opulent wine with stone fruits and fig, then a 

shaft of citrussy acidity spears through the middle of the palate, cleansing the finish.

$70.00 $67

Bouchard Pere et Fils 

Bourgogne '14. Burgundy.

The nose offers up ripe pear and white peach scents with a light dried honey overlay 

followed by subtle cashew and stony mineral. Quite light in weight the palate is 

delicately flavoured with pear, white peach, subtle dried honey, cashew and mineral. 

Very elegant, light mouthfeel with a clean dry finish. Aftertaste of pear, subtle dried 

honey, light cashew and mineral.

$30.00 $324 doz = $27

Domaine Laroche Petit Chablis 

'15. 

It shows some white stone fruits and lemon zest aromas, coupled with a palate that is 

dry, bright, fresh, fruity and balanced with a nice texture that makes you feel like you 

have licked an oyster shell. It's just trying to be a good drink at a value price, which it 

achieves in spades.

$40.00 $420 doz = $35

Wood Park Chardonnay '15. 

Beechworth.

95 pts Halliday. Gleaming straw-green; a prime example of the synergy between 

Beechworth and Chardonnay, swelling on the end of the palate, but not distorting it. A 

special feature is the way it folds citrussy acidity within its white and yellow peach fruit.

$30.00 $324 doz = $27

Little Yering Chardonnay '16. 

Yarra Valley.

Little Yering might represent the first tier, an entree as such, but no slouch either and 

terrific value. This neatly pitched with good fruit a mix of citrus and melons, just the 

right amount of texture, spice and balance.

$19.00 $216 doz = $18

Tarrahill Chardonnay '16. Yarra 

Valley

The 2016 Chardonnay has the full flavour and richness of the 2014, displaying white 

stone fruit flavours with a light oak touch. It is ready to drink now.
$30.00 $324 doz = $27

Mon Tout Margaret River 

Chardonnay '16.

A reticent nose gradually uncoils to reveal fresh lemon curd and peach blossom 

followed by more subtle undercurrents of pine needles, lemon verbena, celery seed, 

fruit tingle and crushed rocks.  Energetic acidity drives a lively freshness through the 

mouth and supports a nucleus of enticing richer flavours: Meyer lemon, apricot nectar 

and cashew nut meal, with any tendency to excess kept in check by the phenolic grip 

from new French oak.

$27.00
$312 doz = $26 

per btl
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Wood Park Whitlands Pinot 

Gris '17. King Valley.

Nose: Pear, green apple, floral notes and fruit spice. An intense full flavoured palate 

with apple, citrus and honey . The finish is long and lingering.
$26.00

$276 doz = $23 

per btl

Hoddles Creek Pinot Gris '17. 

Yarra Valley.

Blushed salmon and copper with an orange tinge. It’s smoky, savoury and round. 

Mandarin, white pear and orange peel on a bed of grippy tannin. It’s pulled tight by the 

skinsy component. Crunchy and minerally but with a generous weight behind it. 

Delicious wine.

$25.00 $264 doz = $22

Innocent Bystander Pinot Gris 

'17. Yarra Valley.

Pinot Gris is everyone's mate. This cheeky, citrus-driven French style white is 

refreshing, easy going and lingers just long enough. Not too fresh, not too oaky. The 

Goldilocks of the whites.

$23.00 $240 doz = $20

Oakride 'Over the Shoulder' 

Pinot Grigio '16. Yarra Valley.

Offering exceptional value for money, this grigio's genetics lie in the lauded Hazeldene 

vineyard in Gladysdale. Pressed directly to a combination of tank and barrel, the 

autumnal fruits are bright while the texture boasts a skinsy detail and lees-derived 

smoky complexity, all belying the modest price.

$23.00

Balgownie Estate Pinot Gris 

'16. Yarra Valley.

Zesty citrus and pear character combined a touch of sweetness and a dry finish.A 

delicious wine with spicy food or your favourite cheese.
$25.00

$276 doz = $23 

per btl

Hoddles Creek Pinot Blanc '17. 

Yarra Valley.

All fruit is hand picked in the morning, destemmed and loading into the press. It is 

gently pressed (Pinot Blanc is already quite phenolic) into tank. We settle naturally for 

five days then rack dirty and turbid juice for fermentation. From here we let the wine 

do it’s own thing. Left on lees for 6 months then lightly filtered for bottled. No 

additions apart from sulphur.

$22.00

Pinot Gris / Grigio. Carton price applies to purchases of 6 or more bottles.
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Medhurst Sauvignon Blanc '17. 

Yarra Valley.

Very pale straw green; almost translucent. Fresh and lively aromas of grapefruit rind, 

nettles, guava and honeysuckle with complexing hints of toast and flint from barrel 

fermentation. This barrel fermentation and use of solids has enhanced the primary 

fruit aromas and flavours of passionfruit and grapefruit, supported by some mid-palate 

creaminess and refreshing chalky acidity.

$26.00
$276 doz = $23 

per bottle

Balgownie Sauvignon Blanc '16. 

Yarra Valley.

Very pale straw green; almost translucent. Fresh and lively aromas of grapefruit rind, 

nettles, guava and honeysuckle with complexing hints of toast and flint from barrel 

fermentation. This barrel fermentation and use of solids has enhanced the primary 

fruit aromas and flavours of passionfruit and grapefruit, supported by some mid-palate 

creaminess and refreshing chalky acidity.

$23.00 $252 doz = $21

Out of Step 'Willowlake' 

Sauvignon Blanc '17. Yarra 

Valley.

Gleaming straw-green; this really has echoes of the Loire Valley's Didier Dageneau: 

unashamedly opulent and complex, with a washing basket packed with fruits of every 

shape and description held together by bright, citrussy acidity and a savoury note 

poking its nose through just to help the complexity flag fly. This is another universe 

away from sauvignon blanc from Margaret River or Marlborough.

$27.00 $288 doz = $24

Sorrenberg Sauvignon Blanc 

Semilon '17. Beechworth.

This wine comprises of 80% Sauvignon Blanc and 20% Semillon. Most of the Sauvignon Blanc fruit had 

8 hours skin contact prior to pressing. The Semillon component is crushed and pressed immediately 

after picking. This wine was 100% barrel fermented with predominantly larger barrels used. All went 

through natural yeast fermentation. The extended lees contact helps fill out the middle palate and 

gives this wine the extra dimension it is known for. The nose of the 2017 Sauvignon Blanc/ Semillon 

shows aromas of passionfruit and citrus. The palate combines these with gooseberry and desert lime 

intermingling with the minerality creating a wine with exceptional elegance and length.

$40.00
$432 doz = $36 

per btl

Babich 'Black Label' Sauvignon 

Blanc '17. Marlborough, N.Z.

A Marlborough Sav made to be a food wine, with ripe tropical fruit flavours and a rounder 

palate than you would normally see from this style. Lifted and perfumed aromas with smoke 

and citrus blossom overlaying notes of blackcurrant and gooseberry. A lush sweet fruited entry 

full of exotic green fruits leads into a big hit of passionfruit with blackcurrant and gooseberry 

following on from the nose. Driving, juicy and balanced. 

$18.00 $16

Sauvignon Blanc.  Carton price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.
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Dalzotto Arneis '16. King Valley.

There's a pithy citrus character, almost grapefruit, and a faint nuttiness. Fresh and 

buoyant in the mouth, the flavours are light, but in combination with the texture and 

acidity there's no sense of it being wanting. The lemony twist on the finish is perfectly in 

tune.

$24.00
$252 doz = $21 

per bottle

Bobar Viognier '17. Yarra 

Valley.

This is not an orange wine, per se, but does see a few days of carbonic 

maceration/whole bunch in a tank to build up structure. You could call it an orange 

wine, you could call it a structural white. You could just get on with it. From the Belford 

family in Yarra Valley. Lovely folks. 

$33.00
$360 doz = $30 

per btl

Shantell Semillon '14. Yarra 

Valley.

This wine distinctive Semillon characters of gooseberries and tropical fruit, followed by 

hints of citrus and hay. The gooseberries and tropical fruit flavours lead onto a lively 

middle palate with appealing biscuity richness and good length, the finish clean and 

crisp.

$28.00

Mas de Bressades 'Cuvee 

Tradition' '16. Rhone Valley, 

France.

Roussanne / Marsanne / Grenache Blanc / Viognier. Intense nose of white peach and 

almond flowers. Great complexity on the palate with notes of exotic fruits and minerals 

balanced by the underlying acidity.

$26.00 $276 doz = $23

Turkey Flat Barossa Valley 

White '16. Marsanne / 

Roussanne / Viognier.

A layered and thought provoking blend inspired by the whites of the Rhone Valley. The underlying rich 

medley of fresh and roasted stone fruit is topped with a toasty note of spice-laced crumb. Balanced 

with a restrained, zesty hit of ginger on the lingering finish. Traditional to the Turkey Flat style the 

Marsanne was picked early and pressed lightly, then this year fermented in barrel. The Roussanne was 

a little riper when hand picked and subsequently was treated whole bunch. Viognier was hand picked, 

chilled, crushed and saw 48 hours on skins before gentle pressing.

$25.00 $276 doz = $23

Monte Tondo Soave '16. 

Veneto, Italy.

Intense bouquet of white blossom, with citrus and nashi pear. Persistent and 

harmonious flavour, with fresh acidity and a dry finish. Very satisfying.
$57.00 151

Mac Forbes 'Spring' Riesling '17. 

Strathbogies.

Slips of sweet red apple, lime rind and spice flavour move deliciously through the 

palate. Dangerous drinkability.
$28.00

Stargazer Riesling '17. Coal 

River Valley, Tasmania.

97pts Halliday. Crammed with vibrant green apple and citrus yuzu notes on the nose, as 

well as lifted jasmine and pickled ginger aromatics. The palate’s bright acidity and talcy 

texture are balanced with a gentle fruit sweetness and a zesty finish, all whilst being 

framed by some structural phenolics.

$35.00 $384 doz = $32

Dr Loosen 'Dr L' Riesling - Dry 

'15. Mosel, Germany.

Dr. Loosen, capturing the elegant and racy characteristics of steep, slate-soil Mosel 

vineyards at a very reasonable price.
$25.00 $264 doz = $22

Dr Loosen 'Bernkasteler Lay' 

Riesling Kabinett '15. Mosel, 

Germany

From deep gray slate soils, the 2015 Bernkasteler Lay Riesling Kabinett opens with a 

clear, precise and aromatic bouquet of white fruits intermixed with typical smoky 

flavors of crushed stones and lemon aromas. Juicy-piquant and mouth-fillingly sweet, 

this 7.5% alcohol Riesling is light, elegant and well structured; its charming fruity 

character is based more on the unfermented sugar than on concentration.

$40.00 $432 doz = $36

Domane Wachau Gruner 

Veltliner '15. Wachau, Austria.

Bright greenish yellow; offering distinctive aromas on the nose of golden delicious 

apple, white pepper, some lychee and delicate herbal notes, hints of exotic fruits; 

medium bodied with a crisp acidity, very harmonious, juicy fruits and spicy in the finish. 

A characteristic Federspiel, balanced and very typical. 

$27.00
$300 doz = $25 

per btl

Yalumba 'FSW 8B' Botrytis 

Viognier '15, Wrattonbully, 

South Australia. (375ml)

Autumn in Wrattonbully means dewy mornings, soft mists and warm sun on ripe grapes 

– perfect for ‘Botrytis cinerea’ and the naturally alluring Viognier grape to link and 

create the golden nectar that becomes FSW8B. The flavours of the Botrytis, offering 

opulent flavours of Viognier have great synergy with the richness of apricots, peaches 

and spice. Exotic, luscious, long and elegant, this wine is an experience to be shared.

$28.00 $20.00

Other White Varietals. Carton price applies to purchases of 6 or more bottles.
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Steels Gate Blanc de Blanc '13. 

Yarra Valley.

Despite the hot, dry conditions of 2013, our cool, sheltered vineyard with its 35+ year 

old dry-grown vines coped extremely well, giving us an amazing sparkling that displays 

a crisp dry, creamy textured, fine-bead & lingering finish.

$35.00
$384 doz = $32 

per bottle

Innocent Bystander Moscato 

750ml. Yarra Valley.

The wine that launched a thousand moscato ships. Yeah, someone actually said that. It 

has also been referred to as angel tears. Naturally sweet, naturally bubbly, naturally 

delish and just a bit of fun.

$20.00 $228 doz = $19

Innocent Bystander Prosecco. 

King Valley / Yarra Valley.

Clean, crisp and fruit driven. A sure win at any party, or any night of the week around a 

good cheese plate. Aromas of citrus, melon, lemon, almonds and honey. Tastes of 

white peach, guava and lemon zest with a clean crisp finish.

$21.00 $228 doz = $19

Divici Prosecco DOC, Italy.
Floral notes of Acacia and Rose flowers combined with a spicy, Mediteranean bouquet. 

Fresh and soft on the palate with well balanced acidity.
$22.00 $240 doz = $20

Blackwood Hill Pet-Nat '17. 

Yarra Valley.
A light sparkling fruit salad! A dry spritz with sour cherry flavours that linger on and on. $28.00 $300 doz = $25

Balgownie Estate N.V. Yarra 

Valley.

A light and lively blend of chardonnay and pinot noir with just the right touch of 

delightful fruit to invigorate and delight.
$20.00 $216 doz = $18

Jacquesson Cuvee n 740 N.V. 

Champagne.

It’s a marriage of toasty-richness and bristling freshness here. Compact in the palate 

with undertones of brioche, marzipan, ginger biscuit, with a coursing vein of green 

apply, tangy fruit character and lively oyster-shell-like minerality. The bouquet is 

attractive, a mesh of patisserie, honey and apple/citrus character. It pulses through the 

mouth with refreshment factor and light, palate sticking fruit-yeast sweetness. It’s 

gulpable and yet fine. It’s stunning stuff. 

$95.00

Domaine Andre Delorme 

Cremant de Bourgogne. Rully, 

France.

The Brut Nv from Andre Delorme, made from premium Chardonnay and Pinot Noir 

grapes, is a deliciously crisp, easy-drinking Sparkling White with stunning, Champagne-

like qualities.Andre Delorme is considered one of Burgundy's most eminent wine 

houses, and that his Brut Nv Sparkling White has been exported all over the world is a 

testament to his knowledge and passion.

$30.00 $324 doz = $27

Stanton & Killeen Sparkling 

Shiraz. Rutherglen.

Crimson red in colour with lifted spice and coconut aromas. The palate is full of fresh 

cherries, plum and mulberry with a soft, velvety finish. 
$28.00 $300 doz = $25

Woodstock 'Little Miss Collett' 

Moscato. McLaren Vale. 

500ml.

Vibrant and delightfully delicate palate with flavours of strawberries and lychees. Fine 

beads provide a creamy mouthfeel with natural grape acids balancing the fruity Muscat 

sweetness for a zippy, lingering finish.

$18.00
$192 doz = $16 

per btl

Sparkling.  Carton price applies to any purchase of 6 or more bottles.
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Ledaig 10 y.o. Single Malt. 

Isle of Mull. 46.3%

Nose: Quite light and well-balanced. There is a very soft peat with a gentle smoke. 

Notes of barley and malt extract with walnut and pine oil and a hint of iodine with 

notes of dried fruit and nuts. Palate: Medium-bodied and quite rich. There are notes of 

spice and smoke gathering above the charred oak. The peat is quiet and dry with a 

touch of black pepper and earth. Finish: Medium-length and slightly smoky with spice.

$85.00

an Cnoc 12y.o. Single Malt. 

Highlands. 40%

This lip-smacking 12yo AnCnoc (formerly Knockdhu) is a top-quality proponent of the 

non-sherried Speyside style, showing polished malt and a delicious spiciness 

throughout a warm, complex palate and lasting finish.

$80.00

Glendronach 12y.o. Single 

Malt. Highland. 43%

A dense, heavily-sherried dram from a distillery now producing again after a six-year 

layoff. A malt best suited to after-dinner sipping. 
$85.00

Deanston 12y.o. Single Malt. 

Highland. 46.3%

Nose: Wafts into the nose with an initial wave of slightly smoky, salty sea mist with a subtle foundation 

of vanilla, typical scents for a Scotch, that come together in a well-rounded way. That combination 

wanes a bit to make way for a tropical bouquet of citrus fruit, sandalwood, and a touch of allspice. 

Palate: Sidles onto the tongue with an earthy vanilla flavor and a thick syrupy texture that coats the 

palate and makes the sip feel more like a dab of honey. That flavor and texture hangs out until you 

swallow, which then sends a light burst of oak, cinnamon and nutmeg-like tingles to the back and roof 

of the mouth. You’re left with that sweet, syrupy texture across the top of the tongue and occasional 

flares of spicy notes in the corners of the mouth.

$95.00

Balblair 1989 Single Malt. 

Highland. 43%

As part of a trio of vintages launched in February of 2007, this 1989 'vintage' from the 

Balblair distillery is another superb example, exhibiting that beautiful vanilla spice, 

cereal sweetness we have come to expect from the Edderton-based distillery. Nose: 

Crisp, balanced, a lovely dose of bourbon. Vanilla and spicy oak roll. Palate: Full and 

tight, barley notes with their silken sweetness and more vanilla oak. Finish: Good 

length, the sweet, bourbon oak lingers and with it creamy barley.

$160.00

Bunnahabhain 12y.o. Single 

Malt. Islay. 46.3%

This 12-year-old’s nose is more forward with orange, citrusy notes but then quickly taking on an 

earthier, smokier oak scent with a touch of sea air. That more gradually transitions to a sweeter, earthy 

vanilla aroma with touches of sandalwood, pepper, and allspice. Palate: Eases onto the tongue with a 

creamy, malty, yet earthy vanilla flavor with just a touch of slightly bitter spices, almost like drinking 

rich, high-fat-milk latte with a shot of whisky in it and expertly seasoned with cloves. Meanwhile, it has 

a very gentle, but earthy undercurrent of peat that is easy to miss for its subtlety. That gentle, creamy 

flavor then swings in a much spicier direction and starts to tickle the tongue with notes of clove, 

allspice, pepper, and just a hint of cinnamon.

$95.00

Kamitaka Blended Japanese 

Whisky. (500ml).

A blended Japanese whisky from the Eigashima distillery that is light and approachable. 

Little is known about the make-up of this whisky, but it is believed to have an element 

of whisky matured in sake barrels (which Eigashima have an abundance of). In the past 

decade whiskies from Eigashima have appeared under the Whike Oak and Akashi 

labels, but prior to that the distillery has a long history with sake and shochu. Kamitaka 

translates to ‘God Hawk’ and is meant to represent hope and courageousness. 

$90.00

Togouchi Premium Japanese 

Whisky.

A grain whisky with different features (an unblended whisky with a soft sweetness and 

an unblended whisky with rich minerals and grains) blends a well balanced peat aroma 

and a malt whisky that has a soft sweetness like vanilla and chocolate. Utilize the 

youthfulness, the whisky has been finished with a light flavour but comes with a kick.

$110.00

Mt Uncle Distillery Single 

Barrel Whiskey 43%. 

Walkamin, North 

Queensland.

TBBC Whiskey is an artisan single barrel, single malt whiskey.  Using only the finest 

Queensland barley we age our product for 5 years in hybrid American/French oak 

barrels resulting in a smooth and divine tasting Australian whiskey.

$150.00

Sullivans Cove Distillery 

American Oak Whiskey. 

Cambridge, Tasmania.

Twice named Best Whisky in the Rest of the World and the first Australian whisky to 

achieve Liquid Gold status in Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible. Single cask, non-chill filtered 

and matured in American oak ex-Bourbon barrels.

$300.00

Dark Spirits.
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Dark Spirits.

Sullivans Cove Distillery 

Double Cask Whiskey. 

Cambridge, Tasmania.

Made up of 40% French Oak and 60% American Oak, this delicious single malt whisky 

fits in as easily around the BBQ on a Sunday afternoon as it does in front of a fire with a 

cigar. A delightful introduction to our range.

$180.00

Hellyers Road 10y.o. 

Whiskey. Havenview, 

Tasmania.

The typical notes of orange and lemon abound until usurped by a smooth vanilla 

sweetness that arrives on the senses like an unexpected friend. Dried herbs linger 

through a mellow, creamy aftertaste that gathers amid subtle hints of dripping golden 

syrup.

$95.00

Hellyers Road Peated 

Whiskey. Havenview, 

Tasmania.

A whiff of burnt fern smokiness greets the nose with typical hints of citrus, lemon and 

orange presenting through the haze. The palate is further complimented by a citrus 

sweetness with overtones of malt presenting. A lingering aftertaste conjures fresh 

forest regeneration with layers of smoke and pepper omnipresent.

$105.00

Hellyers Road Pinot Finish 

Whiskey. Havenview, 

Tasmania.

The nose is immediately drawn to crisp summer citrus, lemon and orange that 

obediently withdraws on the palate to manifest a sweet, gentle layer of pepper and 

spice – a persuasion of the red wine cameo. Burnt blackberry sauce lingers in the 

aftertaste foreclosing a treasured confusion of the senses. 

$95.00

Melbourne Moonshine Co. 

Apple Pie Shine.

Apple Pie Shine is a traditional 'sippin' shine often enjoyed during the winter of Southern 

USA but can be easily enjoyed the whole year. The Melbourne Moonshine recipe uses 

triple distilled Moonshine and a blend of freshly juiced Apples and Spices. The flavour of 

the Apple Pie Shine is delicious combination of succulent apple with hits of cinnamon and 

nutmeg. The Apple Pie Shine can be enjoyed over ice or warmed/mulled.

$55.00

Melbourne Moonshine Co. 

Sour Mash Shine.

In a deal sealed with a handshake, the Misters who make Melbourne Moonshine 

source their corn straight from a Victorian farm. This local corn is used to create the 

sour ‘wash’ (the distillers’ beer loaded into the still) which provides the warm, sweet, 

strong kick of a true Southern white lightning merged with the clean, refined and 

utterly enjoyable drinkability of a modern Melburnian drop. The taste is something so 

particular, warming your throat all the way to your belly, that you couldn’t forget it, 

even if you tried. This ain’t whiskey. This is moonshine.

$69.00

Melbourne Moonshine Co. 

Sweet Tea Sine.

Sweet Tea Shine is made using all Australia Grown Black Tea (the Tea is steeped in High 

Proof double distilled Moonshine). The tannins extracted from the tea infuse the Shine 

with a bold flavour easily adapted to many classic cocktails. Sweet Tea Shine is also 

perfectly adaptable to your summer time punches. Try our version of an Arnold 

Palmer; 30ml Sweet Tea Shine, Lemon Juice, Peach Bitters, Sugar Syrup and Soda.

$69.00

Archie Rose White Rye

Our White Rye is uniquely distilled from rare malted rye and barley sourced from the 

finest producers, and greets you with cinnamon, nutmeg and green apple notes that 

envelope the palate. Twice distilled in our handmade copper pot stills, it features a 

lingering, buttery finish with a subtle smokiness, and can be savoured neat or in your 

cocktail of choice.

$99.00

Kings County Distillery 

Bourbon. New York. 45%. 

(375ml)

American distillery of the year '17. The nose offers spicy, cedar, fresh oak and roasted 

malt notes. Very fine but also complex, there is also the suggestion of pecan, fresh 

corn and bright cherry. The palate is really spicy and fine; there's real depth of malt and 

fruit cake notes shot through with higher notes of citrus, fresh vanilla as well as 

cinnamon and other autumnal spices. The texture is very smooth, a spirit of the quality 

we normally associate with top notch Cognac, and the finish is spicy, lingering and 

perfumed.

$83.00

Mt Uncle Distillery 'Iridium' 

Dark Rum. Walkamin, North 

Queensland.

Iridium Gold Rum's colour is purely obtained from the 4 years barrel aging process that 

we adhere to.  Absolutely NO caramel or preservatives or additives are added to produce 

this magnificent gold hue.  The spirit is sweet and delicious with vanilla and caramel notes 

coming through - a wonderful sipping rum! Rich and smooth with toffee apple on the 

pallet and a long lingering caramel finish. Simply on the rocks!

$75.00
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Dark Spirits.

Dark Matter Spiced Rum. 

Scotland.

The recipe stands out not just for the freshness of the ingredients but also the notable absence of 

vanilla. Dark Matter's infusion takes in a swathe of hand sliced fresh ginger, fresh green peppercorns 

(plucked by hand from their stalks), hand crushed, allspice berries, and Indian long pepper (a close 

relative of black pepper with a similar but spicier personality). Finally, to impart the ideal balance of 

sweet and spice, 60 g/l molasses is added. It is from this latter addition, and the spice infusion, Dark 

Matter takes its colour - no caramel colour is added. The quality and freshness of the ingredients 

creates a huge whack of intense ginger and spice and the class of the molasses creates a texture and a 

class that is unique in this style of rum.

$75.00
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Archie Rose Dry Gin. Sydney.

Our carefully crafted Dry Gin uses fourteen traditional and native botanicals, each 

uniquely infused and individually distilled in our 300L handmade copper pot still. Perfectly 

balanced and wonderfully complex, our Signature Dry Gin is accented by native Australian 

botanicals, including Blood Lime, Dorrigo Pepperleaf, Lemon Myrtle and River Mint. All 

underpinned with pronounced juniper berry. World's Best International Contemporary 

Gin - American Distilling Institute Craft Spirits Awards (USA)

$75.00

Archie Rose Distillers Strength 

Gin. Sydney. 52.4%.

An overproof gin, packed with sixteen individually distilled botanicals, including fresh 

pears from Orange in NSW, rose petals, elderflower, pronounced juniper and distilled 

honey direct from our rooftop beehives. Distinguished, complex and intense, with a 

higher ABV, Archie Rose Distiller’s Strength is for those who love bigger, bolder flavours.

$99.00

Distillery Botanica Gin. Erina, 

N.S.W. 42%

Created to capture as purely as possible the essence of our garden in Summer, this is our 

flagship gin.  Featuring our hero botanical Murraya, which for many epitomises the 

distinctive smell of the Australian Summer garden, this gin features the fragrance of 

jasmine, the sweetness of honeysuckle, and the purity of orange blossom.

$85.00

Poor Toms Dry Gin. 

Marrickville, N.S.W.

The original. Our Sydney Dry Gin is unlike any other. We steep 10 botanicals in Australian 

wheat spirit, which is then distilled in our little German copper still. You'll notice a classic 

juniper backbone complimented by fresh green apple, native strawberry gum leaf, and 

chamomile. It is an easy drinking gin - delicate, fresh, and floral. Perfect in a strong G&T, a 

gin and soda, or a dry martini. For more delicious results, serve with a strawberry. 

$70.00

Poor Toms 'Fool Strength' Gin. 

Marrickville, N.S.W. 52%

Not suitable for pedants or children, this concoction is for audacious gin drinkers who 

prefer their spirit strong and full of juniper. At 52%, Poor Toms Fool Strength is a rich, 

classic, full-bodied gin with a whiff of grapefruit and an all-night-long liquorice/juniper 

finish. Perhaps best in an ultra-dry martini with an olive, a thirsty G&T, or shaken into a 

Last Word. Garnish with anything - this gin can handle it.

$80.00

Young Henry's 'Noble Cut' Gin. 

Newtown, N.S.W.

Because we’re brewers, we’ve also given Noble Cut our own twist: Hops. Enigma hops, 

developed and grown locally, are added to the gin basket to give a mineral complexity 

you’d expect to find in a fine white wine. However, that’s not the only local ingredient we 

use. The uniquely Australian pepperberry and bush tomato are included, along with a 

pinch of cascara and Australian-grown sencha.All of that leads to a highly aromatic, highly 

complex and altogether unique take on the London Dry style of gin.

$78.00

Mt Uncle 'Botanic Australis' 

Gin. Walkamin, North 

Queensland. 40%

Botanic Australis Gin is a dry styled gin based on an original London dry gin recipe but 

with the original ingredients substituted for our own Australian native botanicals.  The 

structured blend allows it to stand out from any other gin on the market with it's unique 

herbaceous, floral taste.

$75.00

Mt Uncle 'Botanic Australis' 

Navy Strength Gin. Walkamin, 

North Queensland. 57%

Botanic Australis NAVY STRENTH Gin is a dry styled gin based on an original London dry 

gin recipe but with the original ingredients substituted for our own Australian native 

botanicals.  The individual botanicals ls used remains the same as in our regular Botanic 

Australis however native botanical levels are different to combat the high ABV. 

$99.00

Hobart No 4 Gin. Cambridge, 

Tasmania.

Made by Sullivans Cove Distillery. This seductively rich spirit is double distilled in our pot 

still from our island’s barley and soft water, and enriched with four native Australian 

botanicals – lemon myrtle, anise myrtle, lanceolata & wattleseed.

$100.00

Animus Clasic Dry Gin. Kilmore, 

Victoria. 50%

Animus's Classic Dry took on a life of it's own when lemon myrtle and mountain pepper 

berry were added to the rich, juniper led base. These Australian natives add a subtle, 

citrus and piquant edge, while dialing up the aromatic complexity. You don't have to look 

hard to find the freshness provided by the ingredients harvested from the distillery's gin 

garden. These botanicals also add intensity and depth. We love the classic juniper, sappy 

freshness offset by the smooth texture and complexed by the deeper, spice driven 

undertones. Classic yet with a twist.

$85.00

White Spirits.  
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White Spirits.  

Animus 'Ambrosian' Gin. 

Kilmore, Victoria. 50%

It's a zesty, spicy, gin that has an effortless, almost fluffy texture across the palate. There 

are bright, tangy notes thanks to fresh mandarin, lime and young kaffir lime leaf. The 

punchy, fresh ginger and galangal brings rooty intensity and earthy, spicy notes. While the 

inclusion of white sesame seeds adds to the body and leaves the nutty hint on the finish. 

What could have been a chaotic roar of flavours is in fact a beautifully pure, perfectly 

integrated, uncluttered gin with everything in delightful proportion

$95.00

Dodds gin. London. 49.9%. 

(500ml)

It is firstly intensely aromatic, with a heady perfume of spruce and pine resin from the Juniper as well as 

some softer notes from the honey. And then there's the palate. To paraphrase that legendary tagline, this 

reaches parts of the mouth wot other gins can't. It's a deep and intense, creamy, full bodied gin in the 

mouth with a sappy, racy, spicy energy and drive that only the very finest gins can match. It's also super 

complex with lavender and resin juniper notes, citrus pithy freshness and subtle notes of jasmine and 

green tea. And then, towards the end, all kinds of spice kicks in with a crack of black pepper warmth, 

plenty of brown spice and some woodsy bracken from the black cardamom. This spiciness is perfectly 

balanced by the pillowy, glycerol rich texture.

$85.00

Patient Wolf Distillery. 

Brunswick, Victoria.

Patient Wolf flows from a contemporary interpretation of Gin distilling. Since its creation 

in the 17th Century, there has never been a more used spirit to create controversy or 

classic cocktails. We’ve come a long way since NYC ‘Speakeasies’ (Have we?) and 

Prohibition. The crucial mix of attitude, insight, knowledge, native and exotic botanicals, 

citrus, pure Australian water and our innovative distilling process define this hand-crafted 

Dry Gin. As new guardians of cocktail culture, heritage, flavour and distilling, we 

endeavour to create modern-classics that aim to inspire ‘those who know’.

$90.00

Hippocampus Metro Dry Gin. 

Perth, W.A.

A dry gin with superb juniper character and subtle flavours from botanicals including 

orange and lemon peel, coriander and cubeb pepper. Only the best of the ‘heart’ spirit is 

kept to ensure the end result is a well-balanced gin with a smooth mouthfeel and a 

superb finish.

$80.00

Hippocampus Vodka. Perth, 

W.A.

Making vodka is a bit like crafting a pilsner in the world of beer… it’s about being very disciplined, 

technical and finessing a delicate taste. We wanted to make our vodka from “from the ground up” 

so we started with the grain to ensure the base wash was spot on before distilling. Western 

Australian farmers have some of the best grain on the planet as the state is blessed with blue 

skies, clean air, healthy soil and a sustainable approach. It took almost 9 months of tinkering with 

the ingredients, recipe and distillation process to fine-tune our vodka. The result is rich, smooth 

and distinctly Australian vodka crafted from the ground up.

$68.00

Archie Rose Vodka, Sydney.

Using twice carbon-filtered Sydney water and our preference for pure Australian wheat, 

our Original Vodka has a subtle natural sweetness. Crisp apple and mint notes offer a 

clean finish that lingers well after the first sip. World's Best International Vodka (Neutral 

Profile) – American Distilling Institute Craft Spirits Awards (USA)

$65.00

Mt Uncle Distillery Vodka. 

Walkamin, North Queensland.

Anjea Vodka is born using a mash of honey collected from various local areas.  It is triple 

distilled and filtered using our very own water source of volcanic spring water leaving you 

with a smooth silken poise on the palate. Velvety feel on the palate with a slight 

sweetness.

$75.00

Applewood Distillery Gin. 

Adelaide Hills, S.A. (500ml).

What better way to explore the vast plethora of native Australian ingredients than 

through Gin? We crafted a Gin that takes full advantage of the tart, bright green flavours 

of the Finger Lime and give it a double-tap of the super-savoury Desert Lime. When we 

were done, we had landed on 25 individual botanicals - with aromatic support delivered 

by Peppermint Gum Leaf, Saltbush, Wild Thyme, Pepperberry, Wattleseed, Anise Myrtle, 

Macadamia and of course - a healthy dose of Juniper!

$70.00

Applewood Distillery 

'Espressocello' 20%. Adelaide 

Hills, S.A. (500ml).

We create a brandy-base spirit distilled from local winemakers experiments that have 

gone wry. This project is our way of nullifying all forms of risk winemakers undertake with 

winemaking experimentation. Cheers to espressocello! The coffee beans we use are 

imported exclusively from Mexico and cold-brewed. It an intense coffee-hit with a vanilla, 

chocolate and citrus dominant characters - and a dense palate-weight that’ll stretch in 

your espresso martini.

$36.00
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Erdinger Dunkel 500ml. 

Germany.

Carefully selected dark malts with delicate roasting aromas give ERDINGER 

Dunkel its full-bodied flavor and strong character. The first sip reveals a 

harmonious symphony of carefully selected wheat and barley malts with 

exquisite Hallertau aroma hops. The taste buds detect hints of caramel, nuts and 

fresh bread. An unmistakable top-fermenting accent is provided by ERDINGER’s 

traditional yeast. 

$20 3pk $62 12pk

Weihensthepan Hefe Weissbier 

5.4% 500ml Germany.

Our golden-yellow wheat beer, with its fine-pored white foam, smells of cloves 

and impresses consumers with its refreshing banana flavour. It is full bodied and 

with a smooth yeast taste. To be enjoyed at any time (always a pleasure / 

enjoyment), goes excellently with fish and seafood, with spicy cheese and 

especially with the traditional Bavarian veal sausage. Brewed according to our 

centuries-old brewing tradition on the Weihenstephan hill.

$7 sgl  $20 3pk

Hop Nation 'Jedi Juice' NEIPA 

7.1%. Footscray.

Hazy, juicy and with a citrusy hop aroma – finishing off with intense flavour and a 

great mouthfeel. Featuring Riwaka, Nelson Sauvin, Citra and Mosaic hops – this 

beer will bring out the Jedi in everyone.Unfined and unfiltered, the JEDI JUICE 

pours quite hazy in the glass with a bright orange colour.

$8 sgl $26 4pk

Hop Nation 'Kalash' Russian 

Imperial Stout 9.7%, 500ml

The 2018 Kalash was partially aged in seasoned Bourbon barrels for 4 months 

before blending. A subtle oak and Bourbon character integrates with dark 

chocolate, tar and spice.

$20 sgl

Belching Beaver 'Me So Honey' 

Honey Wheat Ale. 5.5%. 

California.

This beer is smooth with lingering tastes of honey. It is made right here in Poway 

from wild flowers and cloves. This is a very drinkable beer for both the novice 

craft beer drinker to the experienced triple IPA beer guy.

$7 sgl, $24 4pk

Belching Beaver 'Hop Highway' 

IPA 7%

Named after California's Highway 78, this India Pale Ale was brewed in commemoration of 

the 50th Anniversary of the city of Vista. With plenty of Galaxy, Falconer's Flight, Southern 

Cross and just a tad bit of Nelson hops, our latest IPA is truly sessionable. Aromas include 

grapefruit, passionfruit, and citrus.

$6.50 sgl, $31 

6pk

Hargreaves Hill E.S.B. Yarra 

Valley.

This bitter has delicious fruity aromas of passionfruit and grapefruit, which are 

produced by ‘dry-hopping’. The hops add flavour and aroma without bitterness 

at this point, and give the beer a great pungency and depth. The beer also has a 

rich malt profile which balances the bitterness well.

$20 4pk $64 16pk

Hargreaves Hill Pale Ale.

This is a medium body English style Pale Ale in which we use American Cascade 

and Amarillo hops. Some say that it has a marmalade bitternesss. It is full of 

flavour. Great to try with a Steak Sandwich, Beef Burger, or hearty and tasty 

steak.

$22 6pk $72 24pk

Hargreaves Hill Stout.

Brewed in the Foreign Export Stout style, this beer is made from 5 different dark 

roasted malts, and gently hopped using Goldings hops from the UK. It is quite 

complex and dry, with notes of espresso and dark chocolate.

$20 4pk $64 16pk

Hargreaves Hill 'Beatnik' XPA 

5%.

This big flavoured XPA is packed with hop aromas of citrus and tropical fruit, a 

crisp bitterness and refreshingly sessionable.
$5 sgl $24 6pk

Hargreaves Hill 'Phoenix' 

Imperial Red Ale 9.7%, 750ml.

This ale is brewed on the anniversary of the rebirth of our brewery following the 

bushfires of 2009. THE PHOENIX brewed with a complex malt and hop bill, and its 

character will develop with cellaring at a constant low temperature.

$50.00

Innis & Gunn Oak Aged Ale. 

Scotland. 6.6%.

Our unique bourbon barrel ageing process brings flavours like vanilla and toffee 

and we've combined this with the malty character of our Scotch Ale to create an 

incredible taste experience.

$20 4pk $98 24pk

Innis & Gunn Rum Oak Aged 

Ale. Scotland. 6.8%

The popularity of our Rum Finish saw it throw off the shackles of a Limited 

Edition status to clinch a place in our core range. Matured over oak heartwood 

infused with specially selected rums, its spicy, full-bodied qualities make it a lively 

choice.

$20 4Ppk $98 24pk

Napoleon Pale Ale. Yarra 

Valley.

This American- style Pale Ale is well balanced with rotating dry hop additions, 

depending on availability, giving it floral citrus and stone fruit characters. 

Rounded out with a reserved malt character and subtle bitterness this is an easy 

drinking, sessionable APA.

$18 4pk $80 24pk

Napoleon Saison. Yarra Valley.

A simple take on this traditional farmhouse style ale. No spicing or dry hopping in 

this ale allows the Saison yeast to play off the Pils malt. Lemon pith, touches of 

spice from the rye addition, a bit of funk and coriander characters with a dry, 

crisp finish.

$18 4pk $80 24pk

Royal Jamaica Ginger Beer.

Royal Jamaican Ginger Beer with alcohol, is authentically brewed with local 

Jamaican ginger, considered to be the finest in the world. The time-honoured 

Jamaican recipe creates a unique crisp refreshing full bodied ginger taste.

$31 6pk $105 24pk

Schnitzer Brau.

Schnitzer Bräu's organic, gluten-free beer is made from millet malt and brewed in 

Offenburg in the Black Forest. Classically malt-driven with a persistent refreshing 

palate and a fresh, clean finish.

$26 6pk $90 24pk

Atticus Beer & Cider.
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Atticus Beer & Cider.

Watts River Blonde. Yarra 

Valley.

This light coloured blonde ale utilises a blend of pale Australian malts as well as 

hops from three continents to create a bright, clear flavour and aroma profile 

that makes it is easy to enjoy.

$23 6pk $72 24pk

Watts River IPA. Yarra Valley.

This beer is a celebration of some of our favourite, big, juicy hops from around 

the world. Like a great funk tune, it’s a straight up ‘one chord groove’ of bready 

malt with a punchy horn section melody of fruit and pine hops dancing over the 

top.

$25 6pk $82 24pk

Watts River Stout. Yarra Valley. 

6%

A dark, dry, roasty stout built on flavours of coffee and dark chocolate as well as 

a tiny hint of smoke drifting around in the background. Perfect to savour by 

yourself or share with an old mate.

$24 6pk $76 24pk

Knee Deep 'Breaking Bud' Pale 

Ale 6.5%. 473ml.  California.

Old school meets new school in this fresh approach to the classic ipa.  At 50 ibu’s 

and 6.5% abv, breaking bud features the restrained bitterness and alcohol of a 

classic ipa with newer tropical fruit hop flavors and aromas of mosaic.  Also in the 

hop mix are simcoe and ctz, creating layers of mango, passion fruit, pine and 

dank.  a malt bill with a pinch of crystal malt and a hefty dose of flaked wheat 

keeps the beer crisp while adding flavor complexity.         

$10 sgl,   $35 

4pk

Balter XPA, Currumbin QLD.

It might be pale but there’s nothing weak about this bad boy. This XPA’s tropical 

and floral aromatics set off a fruity palette that will punch your taste buds in the 

pleasure zone. Tailored for those who enjoy a fully-hopped beer that’s still easy 

to drink.

$19 4pk         $65 ctn of 16

Balter IPA  6.8%  72 IBU, 

Currumbin QLD.

Drinking this IPA is like frolicking naked through a spring forest, then dive 

bombing off a mandarin-scented waterfall. We’re not even kidding. Its clean 

hoppy base offers a relentless, yet refined bitterness complemented by pine and 

citrus aromatics. Here’s cheers to a big refresher after a hard-won day.

$25 4pk $80 ctn of 16

Bad Shepherd American Pale 

Ale, Cheltenham VIC.

A big bold hoppy take on the classic American Pale Ale. Packed with American 

and Australian hops including Cascade, Columbus, Galaxy, Mosaic and Crystal, 

and supported by a firm malt backbone. Finishes clean with a firm bitterness. A 

mouth-watering aroma blend of passionfruit, orange and pine!

$17 4pk $80 ctn of 24

Bad Shepherd Raspberry Wheat 

Ale.

An American Wheat Ale loaded with 150kg of fresh raspberry puree added during 

fermentation with no residual sugar. The result is a crisp easy drinking ale that’s 

perfect for a hot Aussie summer!

$17 4pk $80 ctn of 24

Bad Shepherd Double Choc 

Hazelnut Brown Ale  7.8%.

To commemorate our first birthday we’ve spawned a new ‘Hazelnut Brown’ 

that’s ridiculously good. We’ve made it rich in chocolate with the addition of real 

cocoa, amped up the creaminess and dialled up the strength.

$26 4pk $120 ctn of 24

Bent Spoke 'Crankshaft' 

American IPA  5.8%  35 IBU, 

Canberra.

Similar to a West Coast IPA. Floral nose with notes of citrus and pine. Medium 

bodied with a nice punch of hops and a solid malt finish. Crankshaft won the 

silver medal at the 2017 International Brewing Awards for International 

Smallpack Ale, Class 4 for Ale 5.5% - 6.9% ABV. A great beer for lovers of big full 

flavoured brews – it cranks!

$21 4pk $100 ctn of 24

Bent Spoke 'Sprocket" IPA  7%  

45 IBU.
A big and hoppy IPA with raw tropical fruit sniffs and tastes. $26 4pk #VALUE!

Bridge Road Pale Ale, 

Beechworth VIC.

Often the yard stick of micro breweries, this beer is based on classic American 

styled Pale Ales, crisp and refreshing, a mouthful of aromatic hops. Beechworth 

Pale Ale is bound to satisfy hop heads and make a definite impression on those 

new to the craft beer scene. Beechworth Pale Ale is a hand crafted “new world” 

pale ale.

$25 6pk $80 ctn of 24

Gage Roads 'Single Fin' Summer 

Ale, Gage Roads W.A.

More refreshing than a face full of Freo Doctor, we brew this beer with sun-

drenched summer days in mind: light-bodied and chock full of aromatic Galaxy 

and Enigma hops.  Big tropical fruit bowl aroma is balanced by subtle bitterness, 

and a clean finish.

$22 6pk $65 ctn of 24

Modus Operandi 'Former 

Tenant Red IPA  7.8%  500ml, 

Mona Vale N.S.W.

CHAMPION AUSTRALIAN CRAFT BEER IN 2014, THIS BEER IS BURSTING WITH 

AROMAS OF PASSION FRUIT AND MANGO DUE TO A HEAVY HAND ON THE 

MOSAIC AND GALAXY DRY HOPS, THIS RUBY RED IPA HAS A COMPLEX BLEND OF 

CITRUSY HOPS AND SAVOURY CARAMEL MALT FLAVOUR FOLLOWED BY A 

SLIGHTLY SWEET FINISH. 

$40 4pk $130 ctn of 16

Modus Operandi 'Sonic Prayer' 

IPA 6% 500ml.

A PSYCHEDELIC CONGLOMERATION OF THE HOLIEST OF INGREDIENTS 

INCLUDING ADDITIONS OF MIND-ALTERING AMOUNTS OF NEW WORLD 

HOPS; RESULTING IN AROMATIC REVERBERATIONS OF CITRUS, PEACH, 

PASSIONFRUIT AND PINE. ALL FOLLOWED BY AN UNSTINTING MALT BODY 

AND BITTERNESS. 

$32 4pk $105 ctn of 16

Modus Operandi Session IPA 

4.2% 500ml.

A tongue punching hop wallop delivered courtesy of our friends Simcoe, Citra 

and Chinook. Full IPA flavour at half the guilt so waistlines and driver’s licenses 

are maintained. Citrus and Melon dominate the nose and flavour and it finishes 

dry with a bold bitterness.

$8sgl,  $26 4pk

Modus Operandi 'Black Label' 

Southern Hemispheric Black 

IPA 6.9% 500ml.

Introducing Southern Hemispheric Black IPA. The third black label release in the 

series. We've given the Black IPA some Southern Hemispheric treatment, giving it 

a tropical hop assault with a Wakatu, Montueka, Enigma, Vic Secret and Galaxy 

doing the honours. The result is a fruity black IPA unlike the US classic style. What 

you see isn't what you get.

$14 sgl,  $46 4pk
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Atticus Beer & Cider.

Modus Operandi Pale Ale 5.2% 

500ml.

Awarded Aus Champion Pale Ale in 2015 & Best Interantional Pale Ale at the 

2016 AIBA awards. With this being Australia’s most popular craft beer style, we 

strive to have a solid and confident signature pale ale and we reckon we did good 

on this one!

$9 sgl,  $29 4pk

Pirate Life IIPA  8.8%  120 IBU  

500ml, Hindmarsh S.A.

Pirate Life’s IIPA (Imperial India Pale Ale) comes in a 500ml can and comes on like 

a freight train, bursting with citrus aromas and belting you in the back palate with 

hop bitterness. Fortunately all that action is balanced by a strong hop base and 

what they call “fun juice”; that is, alcohol. The IIPA is 8.8 per cent alcohol by 

volume. It is a lot, but it adds an important rounding quality to the beer.

$42 4pk $135 ctn of 16

Pirate Life 'Mosaic' IPA  7%  58 

IBU  500ml.

We decided to brew a homage to the most delicious of hops. The plan was pretty 

straight forward: use a simple malt bill and let the Mosaic do the talking. The 

resulting beer is as the name implies; a kaleidoscopic journey through tropical 

flavours. Somehow, Mosaic finds a way to impart every delicious flavour you ask 

of hops, all on its own. Backed by a clean, light malt bill it's the beer equivalent of 

a fruit punch juice box.

$37 4pk $120 ctn of 16

Brewdog 'Slot Machine' Red 

Rye IPA 5.2%. Scotland.

Slot Machine has myriad warming malt notes of caramel, toffee, toast crust and 

fruit loaf, with a sticky rye spice. New world hops impart a robust but mellow 

blend of citrus and herbal spice.

$6 sgl, $21 4pk

Brewdog 'Elvis Juice' Grapefruit 

IPA 6.5%.

An American IPA with a bitter edge that will push your citrus tolerance to the 

brink and back; Elvis Juice is loaded with tart pithy grapefruit peel. This IPA has a 

caramel malt base, supporting a full frontal citrus overload - grapefruit peel piled 

on top of intense us aroma hops. Waves of crashing pine, orange and grapefruit 

round out this citrus infused IPA.

$6sgl,  $21 4pk

Odyssey 'Polyphemus' Extra 

Special Red Ale 5.2%. Geelong.

A blend of an Extra Special Bitter and a Red Ale with an Australian twist. Using all 

Australian hops and malts, this has a moderate citric aroma and subtle, light 

apricot and melon flavours. A strong malt backbone with balanced bitterness 

throughout offers the best of both worlds!

$5 sgl, $17 4pk

Fox Hat 'Phat Mongrel' Oatmeal 

Stout 6.5%. McLaren Vale.

A big phat rounded american style stout finished with a nitro charge. To the eye, a deep 

black abyss, hissing up coffee coloured nitro bubbles, topped with a rich, creamy head. Up 

your nose, the initial pungent and complex hop aroma gets piny and resinous before fading 

to the rich, roasted chocolatey malt body. In your mouth, the assertive hop flavours and 70 

IBUs of bitterness on the front mellow to a sweet, phat, chocolate and toasted malt 

combination, while the 6.5% ABV warms you all the way down.

$7.50 sgl, $25 

4pk

Dainton Cherrywood Smoked 

Rye Baltic Porter 8.8%. Carrum 

Downs.

Champion Australian Craft Beer - CBIA Awards 2017.  A dark smooth Porter that has been brewed 

and conditioned with a German lager strain to ensue a very gorgeous malt profile. Of course, that 

was only a part of the thinking when planning this beer! We wanted to impart a gentle yet bold 

smokiness to marry up with the dark fruit characteristics from the fermentation that can arise when 

using specialized dark crystal in the grist. The result is a wonderfully smooth and complex beer that 

will age well or drink like a chocolate cigar this winter.

$12 sgl, $41 

4pk

Brewdog 'Abstrakt 24' Coffee & 

Brown Sugar Baltic Porter 12%. 

Scotland.

Charting a depth of 12.0% ABV, AB:24 is a huge, mocha-forward beer laded with the aromas 

of freshly-brewed coffee, toasty caramel, red berry fruit and a bitter chocolate 

undercurrent. Decanted into your finest glassware, it is designed to be rich, warming and 

full-flavoured, with an almost brandy-like backbone from the muscovado and double-digit 

ABV. Our latest Abstrakt is perfect for drinking now or storing below decks for years to 

come.

$35  375ml

Epic 'Thunder' A.P.A. 5.8%. 

New Zealand.

This American Pale Ale is the first of the Stone Hammer Series. Originally released as a keg 

only batch, but was so popular we had to make more. It's packed with US grown Columbus, 

Chinook and Mosaic (a LOT of Mosaic) hops. The flavour is driven by the sub tropical fruits 

(including passionfruit & mango) from the Mosaic hops. There is a fun level of dankness. A 

massive hop flavour is matched to a subtle level of bitterness, which makes this really 

enjoyable.

$7 sgl $23 4pk

Epic GINIPA IPA 7.6%. New 

Zealand.

GINIPA is a 7.6% abv very pale and light IPA, using a large proportion of pilsner malt 

to keep colour and body down. Amazing large white creamy head. Big aroma and 

flavour from the Juniper, Cardamom and Cinchona bark. Initially, a little sweet but 

the cinchona bark bitterness slowly builds and balances the sweetness. Surprisingly 

different for Epic as it has no dry hops. 

$17 sgl

Founders 'Sumatra Mountain' 

Imperial Coffee Brown Ale 9%. 

Michigan.

This bold, imperial brown ale gets its body from a team of malts including Caramel malt for 

sweetness, flaked barley for dense foam, a bit of Chocolate malt for its deep color and 

Aromatic and Munich malts to add even more depth. German and Perle hops add a touch of 

bitterness to balance the malty sweetness. The addition of rich Sumatra coffee takes this 

perfectly balanced imperial brown ale to a decadent level.

$7 sgl $23 4pk

Sierra Nevada 'Otra Vez' Gose 

with Lime & Agave 4.9%. 

California.

We combined the classic flavors of lime and blue agave nectar in a tart gose-style beer for 

the ultimate answer to the heavy heat of the day. The bright lime flavor helps wake up the 

palate while the mild sweetness of the agave rounds out the tangy zip of the citrus fruit. 

Light and refreshing, this all-new Otra Vez will have you calling for another round.

$5.50 sgl $28 6pk

Edge 'Champayne' Brut Lager

A unique, super dry lager, that drinks like a dry-hopped Champagne!

Brut IPA, set to be the latest craft beer craze, uses enzymes to reduce the amount of 

residual sugar to extreme level, akin to the body of Brut Champagne. 

In our version, we have used this process for a strong lager and complimented with a 

secondary fermentation on Barossa Valley Riesling grapes.

Having virtually no malt body, allows Ella and Galaxy hops to take center stage.

$6.50 sgl $22 4pk

Colonial 'South West' Sour 

4.6%. Margaret River.

Pale, Wheat and Munich malts build a light body with a hint of sweetness and we partially 

ferment this with a natural acidifying bacteria in the brewhouse. Ale yeast completes the job 

in the fermentation tank, adding a little extra fruitiness to boot. Hops from both 

hemispheres provide a vibrant tropical aroma, but with low bitterness to keep this golden 

sour light and refreshing. 

$5.50sgl,  $26 

6pk

Last Rites 'Love Country' IPA 

6.2% Tasmania.

An IPA inspired by tropical afternoons spent lounging around the hotel pool while 

sipping away at a Pina Colada. Liberal use of Nelson Sauvin hops gives a big fruit 

salad character while the pale malt base is complemented by the late addition of 

toasted coconut to the boil adding a creaminess and subtle coconut character with a 

lingering bitterness.

$7.50 sgl $25 4pk

Quiet Deeds 'Juice Train' NEIPA 

6.5%. Glen Iris, Vic.

This hazy IPA takes influence from the beers of New England in the US. Hops added during 

fermentation create juicy sweetness, and tropical flavours. This is complemented with a 

creamy mouthfeel.

$6.50 sgl $22 4pk
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Atticus Beer & Cider.

Quiet Deeds 'Lamington' Brown 

Ale 5.5%.

This limited edition chocolate brown ale is a tribute to the traditional Aussie Lamington. By 

combining rich flavours of chocolate malts, caramel & coffee & finishing with the lingering 

aroma of toasted coconut, we believe we’ve created a brew even your grandma will cheers 

to.

$5.50 sgl $18 4pk

Napoleon Apple Cider. Yarra 

Valley.

Pink Lady, Granny Smith, Fuji and Sundowner Apples. This combination of apple 

varieties delivers a unique flavour and the ideal balance of acidity, sweetness and 

tannins. Displaying bright aromas of crisp apple with subtle vanilla and cinnamon 

character from some minimal oak contact, this cider is still wonderfully refreshing 

with a clean, dry finish.

$16 4pk $78 24pk

Napoleon Pear Cider. Yarra 

Valley.

Beurre Bosc and Packham’s Triumph Pears. This unique combination of fruit and 

cider making techniques gives great complexity and balance, displaying aromas of 

earthy ripe pears and a rounded mouthfeel with slight ginger spice and biscuit 

character from lees contact, this cider has a refreshing and distinctive palate.

$16 4pk $78 24pk

Weston's Vintage Cider 500ml.

Brewed in Herefordshire, U.K. Oak aged. A very special Cider made from top quality 

cider apples of a single year's crop. Matured in old oak vats and then selected by our 

Master Cider Maker as the very best of the year's vintages. Full bodied and rich in 

flavour. Suitable for vegetarians, vegans and coeliacs.

$20 3pk $62 12pk

St Ronan's Cider. Yarra Valley.

St Ronan’s are doing things a little different in the Yarra Valley. Their real cider is 

unfiltered, has no added sugar or water, couple this with white wine yeast makes 

this draught cider an interesting little number.
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